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Traffic related air pollution is considered one of the major challenges for a large number
of urban population. The rapid growth of the world’s motor-vehicle fleet due to population growth
and economic improvement causes a significant negative impact on public health. As pollutants
from roadway emission sources reach background concentration levels within a few hundred
meters from the source, it is very challenging to implement a model that captures this behavior.
Currently available air quality modeling approaches can compute the source specific pollutant fate
on either a regional or a local scale but still lack effective ways to estimate the combined regional
and local source contributions to exposure. Temporal variabilities in human activities and
differences in pollutant dispersion pattern in stable and unstable atmospheric conditions greatly
influence the exposure. Estimating air pollution exposure from local sources such as motor
vehicles while considering all the variables impacting the dispersion make the process
computationally intensive.
We developed a hybrid modeling framework combining a regional model, CAMx Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions, and a local scale dispersion model, R-LINE,
to estimate concentrations of both primary and secondary species from onroad emission sources.
We utilized all chemical and physical processes available in CAMx and use the Particulate Matter
Source Apportionment Technology, PSAT to quantify the concentrations from onroad and nonroad emission sources. We employed R-LINE to estimate pollutant distribution from onroad
emission sources at a finer resolution. Combining these two models, we estimated combined
concentrations at a finer spatial resolution and at hourly temporal resolution. We have applied this
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modeling framework to three major cities in Connecticut and quantified human exposure to NOx,
PM2.5, and elemental carbon (EC) at census block group resolution. We also estimated health risks
on different demographic groups associated with PM2.5 exposures. Our approach of using a
dispersion model is unique as it uses the mass fraction of the total dispersed pollutant at different
receptor points and hence is not dependent on extensive roadway emissions data or extensive
model runs. Overall, this modeling approach overcomes two major challenges facing hybrid
modeling for near roadway exposures- double counting emissions and a lack of temporal
variability in estimating concentrations.
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Chapter 1
Air pollution: History, current advancement, and challenges
in human exposures measurement

1.1. Introduction
With the advancement of technology and industrial growth, air pollution has become one
of the major crises around the world. Unfortunately, this was not a concerning matter and there
was no regulation on air pollution in USA until 1970. In 1948 the residents of Donora, PA
experienced severe respiratory and cardiovascular problems. The city got entrapped with a heavy
smog consist of toxic gases such as sulphuric acid, nitrogen dioxides, and fluorine from nearby
steel and zinc smelting plant industry. In general, when pollutants get emitted from a source, they
mix with the ambient air. The lighter and warmer air near ground level mixes with the colder and
heavier air in the upper atmospheric layer that spreads and dilutes pollutant concentrations. When
air is not mixed properly due to geographic nature of a place such as the city of Donora (situated
in a river valley surrounded by hills), released pollutants from industrial sources do not spread and
remains at high concentration. In this particular example, strong temperature inversion hindered
natural mixing of air in the valley that created a mixture of pollutants and fog i.e smog. About 70
people died with thousands many fell sick as they inhaled these high concentrations of lethal
pollutants. This incident formed a ground of making regulations on air pollution in USA.
Worldwide air pollution became a concerning issue after the Great London Smog of 1952 where
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around 12,000 people died due to the exposure of thick layers of smog consists of particulate matter
originated from coal burning (Bell et al., 2004). All these incidents motivated scientists to start
conducting research on air pollution and their impact on human health to mitigate negative
consequences of air pollution. As a result of this, in 1970 the Clean Air Act Amendments was
passed to ensure air quality standards across the country. Today, many researchers in this field
implement cutting-edge science to find the source and impact of air pollution and help policy
makers make better policy to reduce the air pollution.
Air pollution consist of various chemical species that are being emitted either from a
natural source which is called biogenic emissions or anthropogenic sources. Some of these
emissions undergo oxidation reaction and form secondary pollutants and some species get
transported as it is. There are several phenomena such as meteorology, reaction kinetics and
thermodynamics that makes quantification of air pollution even more complicated. As it is not
possible to go everywhere around the world and measure pollutant concentrations physically,
modeling approaches are being developed.
In recent times the chemical and physical processes that impact the transport and
transformation of chemical species are well understood however, inclusion of these into an air
pollution model is still very challenging as atmosphere is very dynamic in nature. Among many
challenges, two of the major challenges are the scale at which pollutant concentration can vary
between various sources and the oxidation reaction that happens as soon as a reactive pollutant
emits from a source. Section 1.2 describe several modeling system that have been developed to
overcome these challenges.
1.2. Literature review on air quality modeling approaches and limitations
1.2.1. Photochemical model
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Photochemical air quality models are large scale air quality models that simulate the
changes of pollutant concentrations in the atmosphere using a set of mathematical equations
characterizing the chemical and physical processes in the atmosphere that include emissions,
transportation by advection and turbulent mixing, removal by wet and dry deposition, chemical
reactions, condensation, evaporation, nucleation, and coagulation. These photochemical models
are divided mainly in two groups, regional and global models. Most of the global and regional
models also known as chemical transport model (CTM) use a 3-D Eulerian grid approach to
compute the transport and transformation of air pollution in the atmosphere. The difference
between a global and regional model is mainly in the spatial resolution. Global CTMs usually
cover a large spatial dimension with coarser resolutions (0.5○ to 2.5○) where regional CTMs take
into account a specific region with comparatively finer resolutions (4 to 36 Km) (Arunachalam et
al., 2006; Queen et al., 2008). Therefore, global CTMs are useful for assessing the impact of air
pollution to the climate but not for estimation of exposure. Regional CTMs like the Comprehensive
Air Quality Monitoring with extensions (CAMx) (Environ, 2013) consider a relatively complex
chemistry mechanism than global CTMs with a finer resolution and is frequently used for health
risk assessments. For instance, Fann et al. (2013) and Caiazzo et al. (2013) used CTMs and
estimated that mobile sources are either the largest or second largest contributor to ozone and PM2.5
related premature death in the United States. Both of these studies highlighted the growing
importance of health risk due to mobile source emissions. Despite the compelling risk estimates
these studies showed, the relative coarse spatial resolutions (36km and 12km) used in these studies
limits the ability to determine the locations of specific high-risk populations.
1.2.2. Local scale model
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While accurate estimation of air pollution from local sources is important for
environmental epidemiologic studies, using regional models for estimation of local source
(especially roadways) impacts on air quality is not only computationally intensive but also
incapable of estimating pollutant concentration at close distances to the source. In order to solve
this issue, scientists have developed different modeling approaches to track pollution from local
sources. Estimating near road exposure is challenging because of dynamic traffic conditions,
multiple pollutants, the need to separate near-road and regional pollution, and the spatial and
temporal resolution needed to document pollutants (Chang et al., 2015). To overcome these
challenges and to quantify the impact of transportation on air quality, different approaches have
been considered and used. These approaches include direct field measurements, statistical
modeling, and emission based air quality modeling such as dispersion and box models. Land-use
regression (LUR) models have also been used to capture spatial variation of traffic-related
pollutants (Lindstrom et al., 2014). Apte et al. (2012) implemented one compartment box model
to measure the exposure in different cities of the world. Greco et al. (2007b) estimated exposure
from roadway emissions in Boston, MA using a line source model. All of these modeling
approaches did not consider the regional pollutants impact on roadway pollutant concentration
estimations. Compared with the measurement approaches, emission based modeling has a greater
capability to connect emissions from on-road activity to resultant pollutant level because of its
ability to distinguish between source types during the modeling process. Estimating the exposure
from high-risk areas require finer resolution in large scale model that significantly increases the
computational burden. Hence, there has been a great development in line source dispersion
modeling for instance CALINE-4, and CALPUFF. R-LINE is the newest addition to the line
source dispersion models for near road pollutant concentration estimations. Like any other
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dispersion models, R-LINE also uses the Gaussian plume dispersion mechanism where the center
line of the plume has the highest concentration and pollutant dispersion is only driven by the
meteorological parameters. None of the line source dispersion models mentioned above can
estimate the combined regional and local sources pollutant concentration, or consider the chemical
transformation of species.
1.2.3. Hybrid model
Hybrid modeling schemes are also implemented to integrate the local and regional models.
In most of the cases point sources receive more attention (Karamchandani et al., 2008;
Karamchandani et al., 2011) than traffic related air pollution due to the complexities associated
with estimating pollutant concentrations from the later. Isakhov et al. (2007), combined a regional
and dispersion model to evaluate the sub-grid variability of temporally and spatially resolved
benzene and formaldehyde concentrations from vehicular emissions. Beevers et al. (2012) also
applied a similar modeling approach to estimate NOx and ozone concentrations at 20mx20m
resolution. Both of these approaches not only lead to over-estimation of pollutant concentrations
due to the double emission counting (Beevers et al., 2012) resulted from considering the emissions
in both models but are also computationally expensive (Briant et al., 2013). Briant et al., (2013)
applied plume in grid approach where reactive plumes were embedded within a regional model
and considered full chemistry treatment to quantify the pollutant concentrations from near road
emission sources. Chang et al. (2015) combined a regional and a dispersion model to estimate
annual average long term traffic related exposure. In order to minimize computational cost, this
study did not consider the temporal variability in pollutant concentrations and hence could not
quantify the short term exposure, and the impact of population demographics on exposure.

5

1.3.Thesis organization
This thesis comprises of 7 chapters discussing different scales of air pollution modeling
and human exposure estimates. The thesis focuses on development of modeling framework to
quantify concentrations and impact of pollutant on human health at both regional and local scale.
Here, Chapter 2 describes the model formulation and set-up needed for regional model CAMx
and local scale model R-LINE. Regional models are processed based model whereas local scale
models are Gaussian distribution model. We presented a detail working flow diagram and
mathematical formulation of these models.
Chapter 3 present quantification of human exposure to both primary and secondary
species on a regional scale using a metric called intake fraction (iF). Estimation of iF for primary
species is straight forward. However, as secondary species is not directly emitted rather created in
the atmosphere, iF calculation for secondary species is challenging. We modified the conventional
iF formulation for secondary pollutant and estimated iF of various primary and secondary species
from different emission height sources across USA. This work provided a means to quantify the
direct impact of emission height on population. We published this work in Atmospheric
Environment, 2017 (doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosenv.2017.06.011)
Chapter 4 describe a comparison of local scale dispersion model’s performance between
prognostic model-based and observation-based meteorology. Observed meteorological conditions,
usually measured at airports or weather monitoring stations, have long provided the only source
of meteorology for many Gaussian air pollution dispersion models. This introduces uncertainty
and limitations in numerical model estimates, especially for locations of interest far removed from
these monitoring stations. Therefore, it is advantageous to employ predicted meteorology from a
prognostic meteorological model as a substitute. This work provided comparison of R-LINE near
6

road dispersion model estimates at three inland sites and one coastal site in Connecticut using
observation-derived (weather station) and model-derived (Weather Research and Forecasting
Model) meteorology. This work is published in Atmospheric Pollution Research, 2018
(doi.org/10.1016/j.apr.2017.10.007)
Chapter 5 describes a hybrid modeling framework, HYCAMR, combining a regional
model, CAMx, and a local-scale dispersion model, R-LINE, to estimate concentrations of both
primary and secondary species at high temporal (hourly) and spatial (40m) resolution. HYCAMR
utilizes all the chemical and physical processes available in CAMx and the Particulate Matter
Source Apportionment Technology (PSAT) tool to estimate concentrations from both onroad and
nonroad emission sources. HYCAMR employs R-LINE, to estimate the normalized dispersion of
pollutant mass from onroad emission sources, from primary and secondary roads, at high
resolution. Applying R-LINE for one day per month using average daily meteorology yields
seasonally-resolved spatial dispersion profiles at low computational cost. Combining the R-LINE
spatial dispersion profile with CAMx concentration estimates yields an estimate of the combined
concentrations for a range of pollutants at high spatial and temporal resolution. In three major cities
in Connecticut, HYCAMR shows strong temporal and seasonal variability in NOx, PM2.5, and
elemental carbon (EC) concentrations. This work is currently under review with the Science of the
Total Environment, 2018.
In Chapter 6 we present the health risk associated with PM2.5 exposure at census block
group resolution using BenMAP-CE. To do this, first the HYCAMR estimated fine resolution
concentrations are upscaled at census block group resolution. Then the difference between fine
and coarse resolution (12kmx12km) concentrations and associated health risks are estimated. This
work is currently under manuscript preparation stage and will be submitted soon.
7

We present a generalized conclusion, practical implementation and future direction of all
above mentioned projects in Chapter 7. Appendices and references are also included in the end
of the thesis.
1.4. Hypotheses and key contributions
Considering all the limitations with air pollution modeling, this thesis is focused on two
major problem statements- how to estimate relative human exposures to air pollution emissions
based on emission heights and how to estimate pollutant concentrations at fine scale resolution in
near road environment. To address the first problem statement, we present a novel approach of
quantifying human exposures to primary and secondary species at regional scale. The pollutant
concentrations gradient profile varies between both species and sources. For regional sources,
impact of pollution are estimated with a regional scale model. However, local sources such as
from onroad emission sources, concentrations reaches to back ground level within very few
hundred meters and regional model fails to capture that. This lead to our second problem
statement and to address that, we developed a hybrid modeling approach to quantify
concentrations of local source such as onroad emissions at a 40m resolution. The fine scale
modeling provides an improved way to capture sharp concentration gradient in near road
environment.
The major hypotheses of this thesis are as follows:
A. Exposure to emission relationship would vary with emission source height. We hypothesize
that increasing emission height will decrease impact as pollutant will be more diluted before
they reach to ground level.
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B. Impact of different pollutants on human would vary substantially between different seasons.
Winter should cause more negative impact resulted from less dilution in pollutant
concentrations.
C. We also hypothesize that, secondary pollutant’s chemistry would impact partitioning
between precursor gases and aerosols thus the impact of these aerosol species would increase
with increasing emission heights.
D. We hypothesize that the hybrid model we developed in this thesis provide estimates more
comparable with other fine scale modeling estimates than coarse scale regional models.
E. Incorporation of fine scale modeling estimates in health risk assessment would provide more
variability and thus results in more negative health impact estimates.
The major contributions to this thesis are summarized below:
A. Developed a method to quantify emission to exposure relation of various secondary and

primary species for different emission height group sources. Identified that increasing emission
height led to higher exposure of aerosol phase species than gas phase species.
B. Calculated surface characteristics variables for local scale dispersion model using prognostic

meteorological model data. This overcomes the challenges of implementation of dispersion
model in remote locations. It also minimizes the cost associated with maintenance of
equipment in weather station.
C. Developed fine scale modeling framework and estimated combined pollutant concentrations

from regional and local sources. Evaluated the impact of seasons and time of day in pollutant
dispersion. This framework provided a means to estimate pollutant concentrations at very fine
resolution minimizing computational cost and input data burden.
D. Estimated exposure at census block group resolution for different cities and seasons. Identified
9

health risks at fine scale resolution. To our best of knowledge, this is the highest resolution of
exposure and health risk estimates present in the area and can provide more distinct impact of
pollutant on different demographic groups.
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CHAPTER 2
Description of Models and Tools Used

2.1. Introduction
Pollutant transport, chemical reactions, and removal are some of the processes that
challenge air quality modeler to effectively quantify air pollution. In order to overcome the
challenges different types of modeling schemes has been developed. One of the major purposes of
this thesis work is to implement various scale models to evaluate impact of different pollutants on
human health. In this thesis, a regional model named Comprehensive Air Quality Model with
Extensions (CAMx) and a local scale model named R-LINE is used. CAMx is one of the second
model used by US EPA for air quality assessment and regulatory purposes. However, R-LINE is
fairly a new line source model developed by US EPA for air quality assessment from onroad
emission sources. The over simplification of R-LINE does not allow this model to be used for
regulatory purpose as of yet. However, this model still can be used to quantify local source
contribution. This chapter describe the mathematical formulation of these models and general input
needed to run these models.
2.2. Regional Model CAMx
2.2.1. Mathematical Formulation
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CAMx the chemical transport model (CTM), is a first principles atmospheric Eulerian
photochemical model that can estimates air pollution over spatial scale ranges from neighborhoods
to continents. This model is a FORTRAN based open source model. FORTRAN binary
input/output file formats are based on Urban Airshed Model (UAM) convention. CAMx simulates
emission, dispersion, chemical reaction, and removal of pollutants in the troposphere by solving a
pollutant continuity equation for each species (l) on a system of three-dimensional grids. The
continuity equation presents the time dependency of the average concentrations within a particular
volume of grid cells summing all the physical and chemical processes that are operating on that
volume. Mathematically this can be presented as equation 1 (Environ, 2013).
𝜕𝑐𝑙
𝜕𝑡
𝛿𝑐𝑙
𝛿𝑡

= −𝛻𝐻 . 𝑉𝐻 𝑐𝑙 + [

𝜕(𝑐𝑙 𝜂)
𝜕𝑧

𝜕2 ℎ

𝑐

− 𝑐𝑙 𝜕𝑧𝜕𝑡] + 𝛻. 𝜌𝐾𝛻 ( 𝜌𝑙) +

|𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙

𝛿𝑐𝑙
𝛿𝑡

|𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+

𝛿𝑐𝑙
𝛿𝑡

|𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦+

(2.1)

Here, Cl is the average concentrations of species l, VH is the horizontal wind vector, η is
net vertical transport rate, h is the layer interface height, ρ is air density, and K is diffusion coefficient. The physical representation of the above equation are: the first part of the right side of
equation 1 describe horizontal transport, second term describe the net resolved vertical transport
across an arbitrary space- and time-varying height grid and the third term describe turbulent
diffusion.
The continuity equation further numerically march forward in time over multiple time
steps. The equation is then integrated by way of operator splitting method at each time steps and
calculates separate contribution of all the major processes to the concentration change within grid
cells. In the operator splitting method following equations are used to quantify individual processes
contribution to the total change in concentrations.
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)

𝑚
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(
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𝜕
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(2.7)

|𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 = −Ʌ𝑙 𝑐𝑙

(2.8)

|𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 = 𝑀𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑚 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

(2.9)

Here, Cl is the species concentration, El is the emission rate, u and v are the east-west and
north-south wind components, respectively, Ayz and Axz are the cell cross-sectional areas in y-z and
x-z planes, respectively, m is the ratio of transformed distance on map projections to true distance.
In each time steps, emission from all sources are first treated in each grid cell. After this
CAMx performs horizontal and vertical advection followed by vertical diffusion, horizontal
diffusion, chemistry, and wet scavenging. Model treat the advection in x,y, and z direction
separately and then a numerical linkage between these component is developed in a mass
consistent fashion to preserve density field. Chemistry is handled by providing several chemical
reaction equations specifying by a particular mechanism. Most common mechanism used in this
model is called carbon bond mechanism. As CTMs require repeated chemical calculations at
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thousands of grid points the mechanism used in this models must be compact. To condense the
mechanism similar species are lumped together and represented by a generalized species. All the
carbon bond mechanisms describes tropospheric oxidant chemistry in a concise manner suitable
for 3-D atmospheric models. The chemistry mechanism also includes gas phase and aqueous phase
chemistry for inorganic and organic compounds. In this thesis, we used Carbon bond version 6
mechanism with aerosol chemistry. This version of the carbon bond 6 mechanism includes several
long lived and relatively abundant organic compounds such as propane, acetone, benzene and
ethane to improve the overall oxidant formation from these slowly oxidized compounds (Yarwood
et al., 2010).
Transport algorithm of CAMx is both mass conservative and mass consistent. Mass
conservative ensures model’s ability to preserve total mass of pollutant during integration process.
In order to do so, CAMx carries concentrations as density and solves advection/diffusion equation
in flux form. Mass consistency ensures model can transport pollutant mass exactly equivalent to
the input atmospheric momentum field. A detail of CAMx transport fundamental can be found in
CAMx user manual (Environ, 2013).
2.2.2. Model Inputs
As mentioned earlier that CAMx is a process-based model that consider all the physical
and chemical processes impacting transport and transformations of pollutant. This model needs
several inputs to quantify air pollution. Figure 2.1 represent a schematic of CAMx modeling
system (Environ, 2013).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the CAMx modeling system (Environ, 2013).
The core inputs needed for CAMx such as emissions, meteorology, photolysis, geographic,
and initial air quality needed other model estimated data. CAMx can only read a file written in a
specific format. To ensure that all the data are readable to CAMx, several other interface programs
are needed to pre-process the inputs. For, this thesis work, we presented a detail of our model
inputs in later chapters.
2.3. Local Scale Dispersion Model R-LINE
R-LINE is a research dispersion modeling tool developed by US EPA. The model is based
on steady-state Gaussian formulation and is designed to simulate mobile source emissions.
15

Compared to other line source dispersion model, R-LINE is formulated with new formulation for
vertical and lateral dispersion rates, includes Monin-Obukhov similarity profiling of winds near
surface and selects plume-weighted winds for dispersion and transport calculation. A detail
discussion on model formulation can be found in Snyder et al., 2013.
R-LINE estimates concentrations by approximating a line source as a series of point
sources. R-LINE uses a Gaussian plume formulation and estimates pollutant concentrations (Cpt)
adding both the plume (Cpl) and meandering contributions (Cm) (Snyder et al., 2013).
𝑑𝐶𝑝𝑡 =(1 − 𝑓) ⦁ 𝑑𝐶𝑝𝑙 + 𝑓 ⦁ 𝑑𝐶𝑚

(2.10)

Where, f is a weighting factor depending on mean wind and the magnitude of lateral turbulence.
It is defined as:
2.𝜎2

𝑓 = 𝑈 2𝑣

(2.11)

𝑒

Here, Ue and σv are effective wind speed and lateral turbulent wind component, respectively.
Mathematically they are expressed as:
𝜎𝑣 = √(0.6𝑤 ∗ )2 + (1.9𝑢∗ )2

(2.12)

̅ )2
𝑈𝑒 = √2𝜎𝑣2 + 𝑈(𝑧

(2.13)

w* and u* in the above equations denote convective velocity scale and friction velocity,
respectively. Ż is the mean plume height which depends on the vertical Gaussian plume spread.
The plume and meander concentration of equations (2.10) has two components: vertical and
horizontal. The vertical component of both plume and meander is defined as follows:
VERT = 𝜎

1

𝑧 √2𝜋

1 𝑧𝑠 −𝑧𝑟 2
) )
𝜎𝑧

[exp(− 2 (

1 𝑧𝑠 +𝑧𝑟 2
) )]
𝜎𝑧

+ exp(− 2 (
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(2.14)

Horizontal component of the plume (HORZpl) and meander (HORZm) are as follow:
1

HORZpl= 𝜎

1 𝑦𝑟 −𝑦𝑠 2
) )
𝜎𝑦

exp(− 2 (

𝑦 √2𝜋

(2.15)

1

HORZm= 2.𝜋.𝑅

(2.16)

R= √(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥𝑠 )2 + (𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦𝑠 )2

(2.17)

Here, r and s define coordinates of receptor and source location, respectively. σ z and σy quantify
the vertical and horizontal spread and their mathematical expression varies based on the
atmospheric stability.
𝑢∗

σz= 𝑎 𝑈 𝑥
𝑒

1
2
𝑢∗ 𝑥
(1+𝑏𝑠 ( )3 )
𝑈𝑒 𝐿

𝑢∗

, for stable condition

𝑢∗ 𝑥

σz= 𝑎 𝑈 𝑥 (1 + 𝑏𝑢 (𝑈 𝐿 )) , for unstable condition
𝑒

𝑒

𝜎

𝜎

σy= 𝑐 𝑢𝑣∗ 𝜎𝑧 (1 + 𝑑𝑠 |𝐿|𝑣 )
𝜎

,

𝜎

σy= 𝑐 𝑢𝑣∗ 𝜎𝑧 (1 + 𝑑𝑢 |𝐿|𝑣 )−1/2,

(2.18)

(2.19)

for stable condition

(2.20)

for unstable condition

(2.21)

Where, a,c, bs, bu, ds, and du are empirical constants. R-LINE uses friction velocity (u*) and
convective velocity scale (w*) to quantify vertical and horizontal spread. These two parameters
are estimated using the following equations:
u* =

L= −

𝑘𝑢
ln(

𝑧𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑧0

)−Ѱ𝑚 (

𝑧𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐿

(2.22)

𝑧
)+Ѱ𝑚 ( 0 )
𝐿

𝜌𝐶𝑝 𝑇𝑢∗3

(2.23)

𝑘𝑔𝐻
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w*= (

𝑔𝐻𝑧𝑖𝑐
⁄𝜌𝐶 𝑇)1/3
𝑝

(2.24)

Where, k is the von Karman constant (0.4). u is the wind speed at reference height. Zref is the wind
speed and direction reference height. Z0 is the surface roughness, ρ is the density of air, Cp and T
are the specific heat capacity of air and ambient temperature, respectively. H and L are the sensible
heat flux and Monin-Obukhov length, respectively.
2.4. Mesoscale Model Interface Program (MMIF)
The Mesoscale Model Interface Program (MMIF) converts prognostic meteorological
model output to the parameter and formats required for direct input into dispersion models. Current
version of MMIF can support AERMOD, CALPUFF, and SCICHEM. It can process
meteorological model MM5 and WRF output. It generates gridded meteorological fields on the
same horizontal map projection as defined by the prognostic meteorological model (Environ,
2014). MMIF extract a sub-domain from the full MM5 or WRF grid. For horizontal grid
component, MMIF averaged the wind speed component to the center. MMIF’s vertical layer
interpolation scheme conserves the total layer of the box.
MMIF reads some planetary boundary layer (PBL) and surface similarity parameters from
prognostic meteorological model output including PBL height, friction velocity, temperature, wind
component at 10m reference height, pressure, and humidity to calculate two dimensional surface
field of air density, 10m temperature, Monin-Obukhov length, and convective velocity scale. A
detail of how MMIF calculates all these parameter can be found in the user manual by Environ,
2014.
2.5. Environmental Benefits Mapping and Analysis Program (BenMAP-CE)
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The BenMAP-CE is a community edition version of BenMAP program developed by US
EPA that estimates health impacts and associated economic value to air quality change. This
basically relates air quality changes benefits to human health and thus critical component of air
quality policy assessment. BenMAP-CE estimates benefits from improvements in human health
such as reduction in the premature deaths, heart attack, hospital admission, and other adverse
health impact. In a word, this tool can be used to estimate negative health impacts associated
with pollutant exposures.
To estimate health impact, BenMAP-CE first determines the change in air pollution using
user specified air quality data. The data can be either modeled or monitored. These data need to
be fed in BenMAP-CE as an input. BenMAp-CE then estimate the difference in pollutant
concentrations between the input air quality data and thus estimate change. Next, BenMAP-CE
relates this change with air pollutant concentration to a built in concentration-response (C-R)
function and estimate health impacts. The C-R functions are derived from different
epidemiological studies. We discussed this in detail in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 3
Intake fraction: a metric to quantify exposure
Originally published as:
Primary and secondary particulate matter intake fraction from different height emission sources
Fatema Parvez, Carmen Lamancusa, Kristina Wagstrom, 2017, vol 165, pp 1-11
doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosenv.2017.06.011

3.1. Introduction
Negative health outcomes associated with particulate matter (PM) include asthma (Jerret
et al., 2008; Kunzli et al., 2000; McCormack et al., 2011; Rohr et al., 2014; Young et al., 2014)
respiratory impacts (Kim et al., 2015; Pascal et al., 2014; Winquist et al., 2015), cardiovascular
impacts (Crouse et al., 2012; Franck et al., 2011; Karottki et al., 2014; Shah et al., 2013), cancer
[28–30], low birth weight (Bell et al., 2008; Ebisu et al., 2012; Sapkota et al., 2012; Wilhelm et
al., 2012) and premature death (Anderson et al., 2012; Pope et al., 2009; Schwartz et al., 2008).
The 2010 Global Burden of Disease Study (Lim et al., 2012) ranks PM ninth among 67 mortality
risk factors. Shah et al. (2013) estimates that a 3.9 ug/m3 mean reduction in PM2.5 in the United
States would save almost $330,000,000 per year by reducing hospitalizations from heart failure.
Determining optimal control strategies for air pollution is difficult as emissions
contributions and exposure contributions from different sources may or may not align. In this
study, we use intake fraction (iF) to represent this potential misalignment between contributions
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to emissions and resulting exposures. Meteorology (Levy et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2006), emissions
location, and population (Curci et al., 2013; European Commission, 2005; Rosenbaum et al., 2008;
Tainio et al., 2009) are all major factors impacting iF. Meteorological parameters like mixing
height and temperature directly influence the pollutant concentration in an area. Variations in
population density can greatly impact iF estimates, as a higher population density means more
individuals inhaling the pollution. Estimates of iF under a variety of geographical and
meteorological conditions (Loh et al., 2009; Luo et al., 2010; Stevens et al., 2007; Su et al., 2015;
Wang et al., 2006) have demonstrated significant variation in iF for different emission sources
and pollutant species (Tainio et al., 2009). The intake fraction is typically higher from urban
sources (10-100 per million) (Rosenbaum et al., 2011) than rural sources (0.1-3.8 per million)
(Humbert et al., 2011) as more people are exposed to pollution in the former case. In addition to
varying with emission location and source, iF also varies with emission height (Humbert et al.,
2011; Levy et al., 2002; Tainio et al., 2014; van Zelm et al., 2008). While there are estimates of
the impact of emission height on iF available on local scales, estimates of iF variation by emission
height on a national scale are not available. Estimation of iF and pollutant dispersion on a national
scale are important for assessing environmental epidemiology, determining health risk, and
developing environmental policies for a large population.
As it is not feasible to measure iF directly, estimates require modeling-based approaches.
Past approaches have used one compartment Eulerian or Box models (Apte et al., 2012; Humbert
et al., 2011; Lai, 2012; Levy et al., 2002; Marshall et al., 2006; Marshall et al., 2003; Stevens et
al., 2007), Gaussian plume dispersion formulations (Levy et al., 2002; Marshall et al., 2003; Tainio
et al., 2009; Tainio et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2003), empirical models (Loh et al.,
2009; Stevens et al., 2007) and near roadway dispersion models at county level resolution (Greco
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et al., 2007). Calculation of iF for primary species is straightforward and well defined while
estimates of iF for secondary species are sparse as more physical and chemical processes must be
considered. Hence, past studies have only estimated iF for select secondary species (mainly sulfate
and nitrate) (Du et al., 2012; Su et al., 2015). It is important to quantify the individual contributions
of both primary and secondary species in human health burden to help policy makers develop more
effective control strategies.
In this study, we develop a method to estimate iF for secondary PM species considering
both the PM and major precursor gases and we apply this to estimate intake fraction for emissions
originating at different heights using a regional chemical transport model. Our approach extends
estimates of iF over the 48 contiguous United States and all seasons for primary and secondary
PM species. We compare iF variation between emissions height, seasons, and species for PM
during the 2011 modeling year.
3.2. Methodology
3.2.1. Model simulation
In this study, we estimated the concentrations of condensed phase species (PM) and
associated gases using an Eulerian regional chemical transport model, the Comprehensive Air
Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx version 6.0) (Environ, 2013), over the entire contiguous
United States with a grid resolution of 12x12 km. We applied the Lambert Conformal Projection
over the studied domain with 94,716 ground-level grid cells (246 north-south x 396 east-west) and
20 vertical layers. CAMx uses first principles to estimate the impacts of emissions, advection,
turbulent diffusion, condensation, evaporation, deposition, and chemical reactions (gaseous and
aqueous) on air pollutant concentrations. The Particulate Matter Source Apportionment
Technology (PSAT) (Wagstrom et al., 2008) (incorporated in CAMx) tracks the contributions of
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different source categories and regions to PM and precursor gas concentrations. In PSAT, all PM
are apportioned to the primary precursors. For instance, sulfate is apportioned to SOx emissions,
nitrate is apportioned to NOx emission, and ammonium is apportioned to NH3 emissions
(Wagstrom et al., 2008). We used PSAT to track the transport and transformation of PM and
associated gaseous species from five source groups defined based on emission height. We used
mechanism 7 for gas phase chemistry. This mechanism is based on the Carbon Bond version 6
(CB-6) (Yarwood et al., 2010) mechanism and includes aerosol chemistry. CAMx mechanism 7
has a total of 218 reactions for 77 gaseous species and includes 16 aerosol species. We used a
coarse/fine (CF) scheme for treating aerosol size distribution (Environ, 2013) which divides the
aerosol size distribution into two static modes-coarse and fine. We used emission inventories
developed by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) using the 2011 National Emissions
Inventory (NEI) with the Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions (SMOKE) (CMAS, 2013)
model. These emissions inputs were included as part of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency’s Ozone Regulatory Reanalysis, including model evaluation (US EPA, 2014). The
meteorological inputs we used were created using the Weather Research and Forecasting model
(Skamarock et al., 2008). The meteorological model evaluation is provided in US EPA’s
Meteorological Model Performance report 2011 (US EPA, 2014a). The performance evaluation of
CAMx as used in this study is discussed in detail in the later section of this article. We derived
ozone column and photolysis rates from NASA’s aura satellite data using the Tropospheric
Ultraviolet and Visible (TUV) script from Environ. Finally, we used population distribution data
based on U.S census estimated data for 2005 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2005). We investigated the
results for January 1-24, April 1-24, July 1-24, and October 1-24, 2011 to capture seasonal
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variation. The first ten days of each simulation time period were discarded to allow for model spin
up.
We grouped the emission sources in the contiguous US into five groups based on emission
height. The height ranges in each group were h ≤ 5m (HG1), 5m < h ≤ 10m (HG2), 10m < h ≤ 15m
(HG3), 15m < h ≤ 20m (HG4) and h > 20m (HG5). Here, the heights refer to the actual stack height
not effective stack height. HG1 also includes area emissions. To calculate iF for secondary species,
we grouped the products and precursors according to the species groups defined in Table A.1 and
considered exposure to both products and precursors in the iF calculation.
3.2.2. Model Evaluation
We conducted an operational model evaluation of CAMx using a 12x12km grid resolution
for the year 2011 for particulate matter (PM2.5), sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium PM in the United
States. We compared monthly averaged CAMx simulated PM2.5 species concentrations with
EPA’s Air Quality System data (AQS Data, 2011) for four different months representing four
different seasons of 2011 (Figure A.1-A.4). We use mean error (ME), mean bias (MB), mean
fractional error (MFE), and mean fractional bias (MFB) to evaluate model performance for several
locations within the studied domain. The values of these metrics are listed in Table 3.1 and Table
A.2. The definitions of all these parameters are provided in supplemental documentation. To
evaluate the model performance, we compared our estimated statistics with four levels of model
performance criteria/goals by Morris et al., 2005. Our analysis showed that the CAMx modeling
platform performed well for all the PM concentrations.
Table 3.1: Statistical parameters calculated for model performance evaluation for particulate
matter (PM2.5) in January, April, July, and October 2011 using Air Quality Data by U.S EPA
(AQS Data, 2011) and CAMx predicted data
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Months
January
April
July
October

ME
( µg/m3 )
7.11
3.41
4.20
4.46

MB
(µg/m3)
3.62
-0.23
-1.80
2.56

MFE

MFB

0.52
0.46
0.41
0.42

0.15
-0.17
-0.27
0.13

3.2.3. Intake Fraction Calculation
Intake fraction is the fraction of all emitted pollutant from a source that is ultimately inhaled
by the population (Marshal et al., 2003):
Intake fraction = iFgeneral =

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑

(3.1)

In practice, for our model results, we used the following approach to estimate intake fraction for
primary species n from source group x (iFprimary,x,n):

iFprimary,x,n =

∑𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
𝑖=1 𝐵𝑟 х 𝑡 х 𝑃𝑖 х 𝐶𝑖,𝑥,𝑛
∑𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
𝑖=1 𝐸𝑖,𝑥,𝑛

(3.2)

In equation 3.2 Pi is the population in cell i, Ci,x,n is the average concentration (mg/m3) of
species n from source group x in cell i, t is the exposure time (min), Br is the breathing rate of a
person (m3/person/min), and Ei,x,n is the total emissions (kg) of species n from source group x in
cell i in the studied period. While breathing rate varies by individual, age, gender, and activity, the
Exposure Factors Handbook by U.S Environment Protection Agency suggests an average daytime
combined breathing rate of 8.64 m3/person/12hr-daytime and a nighttime rate of 3.1
m3/person/12hr-nighttime (US EPA, 2011). We used a combined breathing rate of
11.5m3/person/day, approximately the sum of the daytime and nighttime breathing rates. We
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considered exposure over a 14 days window in each of the four months we considered. We also
assumed individuals are ‘porch potatoes’ and spend all their time sitting on their porch.
We used equation 3.2 directly to calculate iF for primary PM but for secondary PM we
used a slightly modified version (Equation 3.3). Calculation of iF for secondary PM species is
more complicated than primary because humans are exposed to both the PM products and the
precursor gases.
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠

iFsecondary,x,n =

∑𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1

𝐵𝑟 х 𝑡 х 𝑃𝑖 х 𝐶𝑖,𝑗,𝑥,𝑛 х 𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑥,𝑛
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
∑𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1
𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑥,𝑛 х 𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑥,𝑛

(3.3)

To calculate iF for secondary PM, we considered common components between the precursor and
product species and calculated the iF based on moles of that common component that are inhaled
and emitted. For instance, the sulfur atom in both SO2 and particulate sulfate was considered in
calculating iF for the SO2-sulfate grouping. We also applied this to the systems of NOx-nitrate,
ammonia-ammonium and COG-SOA (condensable organic gas and secondary organic aerosol).
The species included in each group are given in Table A.1. In the above equation, parameter Ni,j,x,n
(unitless) is the moles of the common atomic unit in species j in species group n from source group
x inhaled or emitted. Ci,j,x,n is the concentration (mg/m3) and Ei,j,x,n is the total emissions (kg) of
species j in species group n from source group x inhaled or emitted respectively. The other
parameters are defined above for equation 3.2. An example of the expanded equation for secondary
species (SO2-sulfate group) is given in supporting information (Appendix A).
3.3. Results and Discussions
3.3.1. Intake Fraction for Primary Species
We quantify intake fraction for three fine primary species - primary elemental carbon
(PEC), primary organic aerosol (POA), and remaining fine primary particulate matter (FinePM)
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(Figure 3.1) from five different emission height groups. The iF estimates here for primary PM2.5
vary between 1.4 to 5 per million from area and low height point sources (HG1) (Figure 3.1). In
literature, Humbert et al. (2011) found a global average iF for primary PM2.5 of 15 per million
from all source types. One explanation for the lower estimates in our study is that we consider the
spatially and temporally variable meteorological conditions and spatially variable population
density throughout our domain instead of considering constant meteorology and population as used
in the above study. As meteorology directly affects pollutant concentrations and population density
impacts exposure, accounting for these is expected to substantially change the estimated iF.

Figure 3.1: Intake fraction for the primary PM species for each of the seasons (winter - January,
spring - April, summer – July, and fall - October) from the five emission height groups. The species
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shown in each plot (from left to right) are primary elemental carbon (PEC), primary organic aerosol
(POA), and a grouping of remaining fine primary particulate matter species (FinePM). The lines
represent the overall average iF for each species group. The five height groups that are shown
include (from left to right in each grouping): HG1 (h ≤ 5m), HG2 (5 < h ≤ 10m), HG3 (10 < h ≤
15m), HG4 (15 < h ≤ 20m), and HG5 (h > 20m). HG1 also includes ground level emission sources.
Intake fraction for these primary PM species is lowest in April and highest in January.
While we do find that the iF for most of the primary PM species is high in HG1 and
decreases as the emission height increases in all seasons, we also observe a different trend for some
species in some seasons. For instance, iF for elemental carbon (PEC) is higher from HG4 (tall
stacks) than HG2 or HG3 (shorter stacks) in spring, summer and fall. We find that in summer, the
number of point sources contributing to the total PEC emission is high from HG4 compared to
HG2 (Figure 3.2) and are also located in more densely populated areas than HG2 groups (Figure
3.3). Since more people are exposed to PEC from HG4, inhalation from this group is higher than
other height groups. iF for remaining fine primary particulate matter followed an almost perfect
anticipated trend, decreasing with increasing emission heights except in July and October. Our
study indicates that the iF for remaining fine primary particulate matter from HG2 is greater than
HG1 in July and October (Figure 3.1). We find that concentrations normalized by the total
remaining fine primary particulate matter emissions are higher from HG2 than HG1 in July and
October (Figure 3.4) and also located in more densely populated areas causing elevated iF from
this height group. The trends in iF for primary organic aerosols remain similar among the height
groups in all seasons; their variation in magnitude is lowest in summer and spring (Figure 3.1).
Residential wood combustion and natural gas combustion for heating in winter (January) increases
primary organic aerosol emissions especially from HG1 resulting in a higher iF for winter POA
than other seasons. Overall iF for primary PM is higher during winter than other seasons due to
the low vertical mixing prevalent in winter.
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Figure 3.2: Cumulative percentage of primary elemental carbon (PEC) emissions from point
sources in HG2 and HG4 in summer. Intake fraction for PEC is high from HG4 and low from HG2
in summer. This plot displays that the number of point sources contributing to the total emissions
from HG4 is higher than HG2 (note the log scale). The number of point sources contributing to
the total PEC emission from HG4 is about 100,000 compared to only about 10,000 for HG2.
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Figure 3.3: Location of point sources in HG2 (top) and HG4 (bottom) substantially contributing
to the total PEC emission in summer. Labels are comparative ranges of emission rate normalized
with total PEC emission rate from the individual source group (HG2 and HG4). The larger the
size of the circle, the higher the emissions from that source. This figure displays that a larger
number of emission sources (red and blue circles) substantially contribute to the total PEC
emission in HG4 than HG2. These sources are also located in more densely populated areas,
resulting in higher intake fractions for HG4 compared to HG2.
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Figure 3.4: Remaining fine primary particulate matter concentration normalized by total
remaining fine primary PM emissions in July (top row) and October (bottom row) from HG1 (left
column) and HG2 (right column). Higher ratio of concentrations over emissions are from HG2 and
occur in densely populated areas.
3.3.2. Intake Fraction for Secondary Species
3.3.2.1. Combined condensed and gaseous phase inorganic species
For secondary inorganic chemical species iF estimation, we employ a new method and
consider condensed and gaseous phase sulfate, nitrate and ammonium - the three major secondary
inorganic species present in the atmosphere (Figure 3.5). The estimated iF for sulfates and nitrates
varies from 0.49 to 4.9 per million and 0.58 to 5.87 per million, respectively between various
seasons. Estimated iF for sulfates and nitrates are similar, but in some cases nitrates have a slightly
higher iF, especially in HG1. In HG1, vehicular emissions, predominantly occurring in populated
areas, are the major NOx source, compared to relatively few sources of SO2, leading to a higher iF
for nitrates in HG1. Most past studies only accounted for gaseous SO2 and NOx as precursor gases
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and assumed that all the emissions result in secondary sulfate and nitrate PM formation in iF
calculations for these species. Humbert et al (Humbert et al., 2011) estimated the iF for secondary
PM from SO2 and NOx as 0.89 and 0.18 per million respectively. However, our study incorporates
all the major precursor gases in iF calculations for secondary sulfate and nitrate PM including
gaseous sulfuric acid, nitrates, nitric acid, and reactive nitrogen in addition to SO2, NOx, PM
sulfate and PM nitrate. Including the precursor gases to the secondary PM species group
contributes to the higher estimated total iFs for both nitrates and sulfates in comparison with
literature. Our study also shows that the iFs tend to decrease with increasing emission heights for
sulfates but not for nitrates. This results from the nonlinearity of the chemical and thermodynamic
processes impacting nitrate concentrations in the atmosphere compared to the relatively linear
processes impacting sulfate (Levy et al., 2002). As with the primary species, the nitrates and
sulfates also display higher iF in winter and fall than spring or summer. While comparatively less
secondary sulfate PM forms during winter, SO2 emissions from power plants are higher in winter
months contributing to elevated iF from combined condensed and gaseous phase sulfate.
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Figure 3.5: Intake fraction for the secondary PM species for each of the seasons (winter - January,
spring - April, summer – July, and fall - October) from the five emission height groups. The species
shown in each plot (from left to right) are sulfate (both SO2 and sulfate PM), nitrate (NOx, reactive
nitrogen, nitric acid, and nitrate PM) and ammonium (both ammonia and ammonium PM). Shaded
and unshaded areas denote iF contributions for condensed and gaseous phase species, respectively.
The lines represent the overall average iF for each species group (combined condensed and gaseous
phase). The five height groups that are shown include (from left to right in each grouping): HG1
(h ≤ 5m), HG2 (5 < h ≤ 10m), HG3 (10 < h ≤ 15m), HG4 (15 < h ≤ 20m), and HG5 (h > 20m).
HG1 also includes ground level emission sources. Sulfates and nitrates show higher iF from HG1
in all seasons while ammonium does not. For all species groups condensed phase (PM)
contributions to the total iF are smaller than those of their respective precursors.

Ammonia is one of the most abundant alkaline chemical compounds in the atmosphere yet
iF estimation is rare in the literature. We find ammonium (inhaled as ammonium and ammonia)
has the highest iF in HG2 3.27 per million compared to HG1 0.85 per million (averaged iF over
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all seasons) (Figure 3.5). In the United States, the agricultural sector contributes 80% of the total
ammonia emissions, primarily through fertilizer production and use, dairy production, and poultry
farming (mostly area sources) (Aneja et al., 2008; Paulot & Jacob, 2013). Although the majority
of ammonia is emitted from HG1, iF for combined condensed and gaseous phase ammonia from
this group is lower because emissions from agricultural activities occur in less populated areas
leading to lower exposure. Considering the seasonal variation in iF for ammonia, we find that iFs
are highest during fall (0.5 to 4.9 per million) and winter (0.8 to 3.4 per million). This aligns with
the findings of Dedoussi et al. (2014) that showed that the health impact of ammonia emissions is
higher from October to March than April to September. Where the emissions of ammonia from
fertilizer application during spring and summer are significant, these emissions occur in less
populated areas, leading to a disproportionately lower increase in exposure in those seasons. Van
Zelm et al. (2008) estimated intake fraction of ammonia from ground-level emissions at
approximately 1.5 per million. We find that iF for ammonia varies from 0.4 to 1.77 per million
between seasons in HG1.
3.3.2.2. Combined condensed and gaseous phase organic species
This study is one of the first to provide an estimate of intake fraction for secondary organic
aerosols (SOA). We create three SOA groupings based on the major precursors that condense to
form SOA in the mechanism. These groups include aromatic-, isoprene- and terpene-derived SOA
and the detailed breakdown of the included species is shown in Table A.1. We find the highest iF
for HG1 with values of 5.0 per million, 1.8 per million, and 0.8 per million (averaged over all
seasons) for aromatic-, isoprene- and terpene-derived SOA, respectively. The iFs for the aromatics
group are always higher from ground level emission sources (HG1) than elevated height groups
(HG2-HG5) (Figure 3.6) as a result of vehicular emissions (on-road and off road), one of the major
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sources of aromatics (Nelson et al., 2008; Parrish, 2006). These occur at ground level and tend to
occur predominately in populated areas leading to higher inhalation of aromatics from HG1. Here,
we find that iFs for both isoprene- and terpene-derived SOA are not highest in HG1 as a result of
the major ground-level source, biogenic emissions, occurring in less populated areas. We also
observe that the iF for the isoprene- and terpene-derived SOA do not follow the decreasing iF
pattern with increasing emission height. For instance, iF for the isoprene group is higher from HG3
than HG2. Analyzing the sources within HG3 and HG2 shows that the number of individual point
sources that contribute significantly to the total emissions of isoprene in HG2 are few compared to
the number in HG3. Figure A.5 illustrates that only approximately 200 point sources contribute to
90% of the total daily isoprene emissions in HG2 while 800 point sources contribute to 90% of the
total daily isoprene emissions in HG3. We also analyze the location of sources in HG2 and HG3
for isoprene (Figure A.6 and Figure A.7) and a comparison with population density shows that most
of the sources in HG3 are located in more densely populated areas than HG2. Although isoprene
emissions are highest in summer, the iF for the isoprene group is highest in winter in HG1. This
higher iF in winter results from lower mixing height, slower chemistry associated with secondary
PM formation, and lower biogenic emission contributions. In comparison to the isoprene group, the
terpene group displays lower iFs in all seasons (Figure 3.6). In general, terpenes (and associated
oxidation products) have a shorter lifetime in the atmosphere than isoprene (Kesselmeier et al.,
1999). This shorter lifetime hinders long-range transport to population centers yielding lower iF.
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Figure 3.6: Intake fraction for the secondary organic aerosol (SOA) for each of the seasons (winter
- January, spring - April, summer - July, and fall - October) from the five emission height groups.
The species shown in each plot (from left to right) are aromatics that include xylene and toluene
(ARO), isoprene include isoprene and its precursors (ISP) and terpene include both terpene and
precursors (TRP). Shaded and unshaded areas denote iF contributions for condensed and gaseous
phase species, respectively. The lines represent the overall iF for each species groups (combined
condensed and gaseous phase). The five height groups that are shown include (from left to right in
each grouping): HG1 (h ≤ 5m), HG2 (5 < h ≤ 10m), HG3 (10 < h ≤ 15m), HG4 (15 < h ≤ 20m),
and HG5 (h > 20m). HG1 also includes ground level emission sources. Intake fraction
contributions from most of the condensed phase SOA species are very low. In general, winter
displays higher intake fractions.

3.3.3. Inorganic condensed and gaseous phase percent contribution
We also investigate the split between the condensed and gaseous phase contributions to the
total iF from each secondary inorganic species groups (Figure 3.7). Our findings indicate that the
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inhalation of condensed phase sulfate is higher than that for nitrate. There are three possible
reasons behind the higher iF for condensed phase sulfate than nitrate. First, sulfate is nonvolatile
where nitrate is semi-volatile meaning nitrate may dissociate back to the gaseous phase potentially
lowering the percent of the iF being contributed by condensed phase nitrate (Nenes et al., 1998).
The second reason is the presence of regional differences in the relative contribution of condensed
phase sulfate and nitrate in the US. The eastern United States has higher sulfate PM concentrations
while the western United States has higher nitrate PM concentrations (Schlesinger & Cassee,
2003). As the population density is also higher in the eastern United States, iF for sulfate is greater.
The third reason is that nitrates are mostly formed in the upper half of the PBL and destroyed in
the lower half (Curci et al., 2015) resulting in lower ground level concentration of PM nitrates and
thus lower iF. The condensed phase contribution to the total estimated iF from sulfate and nitrate
groups are low with respect to their gaseous phase species in all seasons as time is required to form
the condensed phase. Higher photolysis rates during spring and summer result in higher rates of
formation of condensed phase sulfate and nitrate yielding higher iF from the condensed phase in
April and July. However, the percentage of ammonium condensed phase contribution to the total
iF from ammonium group is always higher compared to condensed phase sulfate or nitrate
contribution to the total iF from these respective species groups. For instance, approximately 70%
and 55% of the total iF for the ammonium group is attributed to PM ammonium in January and
July, respectively, from HG5 (Figure 3.7). This results from considering both ammonium nitrate
and sulfates for condensed phase ammonium concentration estimation. As PM ammonium is
mostly present in the atmosphere as ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulfate, we also find a
direct relation between smaller iFs for sulfate and nitrate PM and smaller iFs for PM ammonium.
Lower mixing height, lower rates of ammonium salt depletion, and less evaporation during the
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winter (Hu et al., 2015) increase iF for PM ammonium in January. The taller emission height
groups allow more time for PM formation leading to the highest iF for condensed phase
ammonium occurring in HG5. The increased time span before species reach ground level result in
higher iF contributions in tall stack height groups from condensed phase secondary species.
However, in some seasons iF contributions from the condensed phase for some short height groups
are greater than those from taller height groups. For instance, condensed phase contributions to the
total iF from HG4 in January are smaller than those from HG3. Formation of secondary PM is a
critical process that depends on a variety of parameters including emissions, environmental
conditions, and the ratio of different chemical species resulting in variation in the iF patterns by
season and height group.

Figure 3.7: Percentage of iF contributed by the inhalation of gaseous and condensed phase species
for the secondary inorganic chemical species groups in winter (January), spring (April), summer
(July), and fall (October) from the five emission height groups. The species shown in each plot
(from left to right) are sulfate (both SO2 and sulfate PM), nitrate (NOx, reactive nitrogen, nitric
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acid, and nitrate PM) and ammonium (both ammonia and ammonium PM). Shaded and unshaded
areas denote the percentage of iF from condensed phase species and their major precursors,
respectively. We can simply multiply this fraction by the total iF from a source group to estimate
iF for individual gaseous and condensed phase secondary species. The five height groups that are
shown include (from left to right in each grouping): HG1 (h ≤ 5m), HG2 (5 < h ≤ 10m), HG3 (10
< h ≤ 15m), HG4 (15 < h ≤ 20m), and HG5 (h > 20m). HG1 also includes ground level emission
sources.
3.3.4. Organic condensed and gaseous phase percent contribution
Like the secondary inorganic species group we also evaluate the split between the
condensed phase and gaseous phase contributions to the total iF from individual secondary organic
aerosols group. The percentage of iF resulting from SOA species inhalation from each SOA
derived group are negligible compared to their respective precursors (Figure A.8). We estimate
that the percentage of iF for SOA from the aromatic group is very low (maximum 1.4%), while
the isoprene and terpene groups vary between 0-3% and 3.2-12%, respectively. Both isoprene and
terpene groups show higher contribution to the iF from their SOA species in January. These trends
are particularly driven by the seasonal variation in meteorology including low temperatures which
favor partitioning of secondary volatile organic compounds to the condensed phase and lower
mixing height (Chen et al., 2010). Among the three organic aerosol groups terpene shows the
highest iF percent contribution from SOA species. This could result from the shorter reaction times
required to form SOA species from terpene compared to isoprene or aromatics (Atkinson and Arey,
2003; Fu et al., 2009). The simplified SOA mechanism in the model may limit our ability to capture
full SOA chemistry, impacting our iF estimations for SOA.
3.3.5. Seasonal variation in intake fraction
Figures 3.1, 3.5 & 3.6 show the intake fraction for primary (Figure 3.1), secondary
inorganic PM groups (Figure 3.5), and secondary organic PM groups (Figure 3.6) for each height
group and season. Variability in iF with emission heights is more substantial in January and
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October than April or July for all species. Intake fraction for primary PM varies from 1.3 to 4.9
per million in January, 1.0 to 4.5 per million in October, 0.7 to 2.3 per million in April, and 1.6 to
3.5 per million in July (Figure 3.1). Winter (January) and fall (October) show higher iF for all
species than spring (April) or summer (July). A comparison of iFs between height groups shows
that iF from HG1 is usually high and in some cases even an order of magnitude higher than more
elevated emission height groups (HG2, HG3, HG4, and HG5). This is due to the inclusion of both
low emission height (less than 5m) point sources and area sources to HG1. As expected, we find
that iF decreases with increasing emission height for most species as emissions from more elevated
sources will likely be more dilute when reaching ground level. In general, most of the primary and
some secondary PM species (those with fewer precursors) show a near perfect decreasing iF with
increasing source height. The presence of a higher number of precursor species in a secondary PM
group and the resulting increase in chemical complexity leads to a less direct relationship between
iF and emission height.
Meteorological parameters such as temperature and humidity greatly influence secondary
PM formation resulting in variation in iF for different secondary species. For instance, iF
contributions from ammonium PM (condensed phase) is higher in fall (October) whereas nitrate
contributions are higher in summer (July). For most of the chemical species groups, gaseous phase
(precursors) contributed more to inhalation than their respective condensed phase species (PM).
Among five different height groups, HG5 shows the highest condensed phase species percent
contribution to the total iF for most of the secondary species groups (Figure 3.7 and Figure A.8).
Seasonally, April, July, and October show higher iF percent contribution from condensed phase
inorganic secondary species (especially sulfates and nitrates) (Figure 3.7) from HG5. High
temperatures and intense radiation in these seasons favor secondary aerosol formation that likely
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causes higher iF for condensed phase inorganics. In general lower height groups (HG1 and HG2)
show less variation in iF for PM species between various seasons. iF percent contributions from
secondary organic aerosols are very low in all seasons.
3.4. Conclusions
Primary and secondary PM species present in the atmosphere have many negative health
impacts and so quantification of the contribution of different sources of these species to exposure
is important. Here we focus on differentiating sources based on emissions heights. Intake fraction
quantifies the relationship between exposure and emissions. In general, iF estimates for primary
species on a local scale are common in literature, but iF estimates for secondary PM species,
especially organics, are sparse due to the complexity associated with their chemical and physical
transformations. The impact of secondary species in the atmosphere is critical as they travel longer
distances from emission sources than primary species and may contribute to exposure over larger
spatial scales. This study develops an effective method to estimate iF for a variety of secondary
PM species (including both inorganic and organic species) and primary PM species on regional
scales. Assessment of air pollution on regional scales can aid in the regulatory decision-making
process. We apply our method to compute iF for PM species in different seasons of the year to
assess the impact of seasonal variability on exposure in the contiguous US. Our study shows a
distinct variability for iF in different seasons with winter demonstrating higher iF for most of the
species due to the lower vertical mixing heights. The limitations of our study were that we only
considered a month to represent each season and did not consider human activity in iF estimation.
We evaluated the influence of emission height on exposure at the regional scale. While it is
anticipated that lower height emission sources would result in higher iF, we found that this is not
always true. In addition to emission height, factors like population, meteorology, and number and
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location of emission sources greatly influence iF. Although exposure is related to emissions rates,
this does not necessarily mean that the highest emitters will always have the highest contributions
to exposure as other factors must be included. Intake fraction estimation by season and emission
height on a regional scale may guide us toward improved efficient emission abatement policies to
mitigate exposure.
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CHAPTER 4
Prognostic meteorology model: an alternate source of
meteorology for local scale dispersion models
Originally published as:
Comparing estimates from R-LINE near road dispersion model using model-derived and
observation-derived meteorology
Fatema Parvez, Kristina Wagstrom, 2018, vol 9, pp 483-493
doi.org/10.1016/j.apr.2017.10.007

4.1.Introduction
The rapid growth of the world’s motor vehicle fleet has led to an increased number of
people living near high traffic roadways and an associated increase in adverse near road pollutant
exposures (Adar and Kaufman 2007; Salam et al. 2008). Negative outcomes associated with near
road air pollution include asthma (Künzli et al. 2000; Jerrett et al. 2008; Rohr et al. 2014),
respiratory impacts (Kim et al. 2015; McCreanor et al. 2007), cardiovascular impacts (Franck et
al. 2011; Crouse et al. 2012; Peters el al. 2004; Riediker et al. 2004), cancer (Pearson et al. 2000;
Harrison et al. 1999; Turner et al. 2011; Loomis et al. 2013), low birth weight (Wilhelm et al.
2012; Wilhelm and Ritz 2003), and premature deaths (Pope et al. 2009; Crouse et al. 2012;
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Krewski et al. 2009). It is essential to quantify roadway pollutant dispersion on local scales to fully
understand potential risks facing different populations.
Estimation of near road pollutant concentrations requires either extensive field
measurements or dispersion modeling. As extensive monitoring is both expensive and time
consuming, dispersion modeling offers a quicker, cheaper, and more spatially transferrable
approach to capture the spatial and temporal variability in estimates of near road pollutant
concentrations. Models such as HIWAY-2 (Peterson, 1980), UCD (Held et al. 2003), ADMSROADS (McHugh et al. 1997), and CALINE (Benson 1989 & 1992) all allow estimation of near
road pollutant concentrations. It is computationally expensive to employ these models, especially
for urban areas that contain a large number of roadways. To minimize computational burden, these
models use analytical approximations to the integral associated with modeling line sources by
approximating the line using multiple point sources. This approximation increases the chance of
error in model predictions especially for low and variable wind speeds, wind directions near
parallel to the surface, and receptors and sources at different heights (Briant and Seigneur 2013).
R-LINE, a fairly new edition to this list, uses Romberg numerical integrations instead of analytical
approximations, thus resolving many issues associated with the modeling framework
approximations facing earlier models (Snyder et al. 2013).
To estimate pollutant concentrations, R-LINE requires several specific surface
meteorological parameters. These include, but are not limited to, wind speed and direction at a
reference height, surface friction velocity (U*), convective velocity scale (W*), and MoninObukhov length (L) (Snyder et al. 2013). Typical applications of R-LINE use observation-based
meteorology processed by AERMET (Cimorelli et al. 2005), the meteorological processor for the
AERMOD dispersion model. AERMET estimates surface characteristics using weather station
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data including surface roughness, albedo, cloud cover, upper air temperature soundings, near
surface wind speed, wind direction, and temperature. This limits the use of dispersion models
(including AERMOD and R-LINE) in locations lacking nearby station data. Prognostic
meteorological model estimates have the potential to provide representative meteorological inputs
to allow increased flexibility in dispersion modeling, particularly near road dispersion modeling.
In 2012, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released the Mesoscale Model
Interface Program (MMIF) (EPA, 2015) to prepare meteorological inputs for AERMOD using
outputs from either the fifth-generation Mesoscale Model (MM5) or the Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) model. As both R-LINE and AERMOD use the same meteorological input file
structure, this opens the opportunity to use a wider selection of inputs for R-LINE.
In this study, we compare R-LINE concentration estimates using observation-derived and
model-derived meteorological inputs for four different locations in Connecticut - Danbury,
Windsor Locks, Windham, and New Haven. We evaluate the seasonal, temporal, and spatial
differences in R-LINE estimates from these two sources of meteorological inputs. We also
compare the diurnal variation in major surface characteristic variables from both input sources.
Finally, we compare the impact on R-LINE’s estimates at two distances from the roadway
considering two different time periods (9 AM to 5 PM and 6 PM to 8 AM) representing the
unstable- and stable-dominant atmosphere, respectively.

4.2. Methods
We compare R-LINE estimates using observation-derived and model-derived
meteorological inputs. For observed meteorology, we consider data from weather stations located
at four major airports in Connecticut. For model-derived meteorology, we use the Weather
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Research and Forecasting (WRF) model predicted meteorology for the corresponding grid cell. In
section 4.2.1, we provide an overview of the monitoring sites and a detailed description of the
meteorological data processing along with the weather prediction model specifications. We
analyze R-LINE’s estimates at two different time periods representing stable- and unstabledominant atmospheric conditions for three inland sites and one coastal site in different months.
We consider 9:00am-5:00pm EST/EDT as the atmospherically unstable-dominant time period and
6:00pm-8:00am EST/EDT as the atmospherically stable-dominant time period. We also compare
several meteorological parameters integral to the dispersion model estimates: wind speed, wind
direction, convective velocity scale, frictional velocity, and Monin-Obukhov length.

Figure 4.1: Selected weather monitoring stations and resulting modeling locations used in this
study. These include three inland locations (Bradley International Airport, Danbury Municipal
Airport, and Windham Airport) and one coastal location (Tweed New Haven Airport).

4.2.1. Meteorology
Meteorology is an integral input for local scale dispersion models. We use two different
sources of meteorological inputs to estimate near road pollutant concentrations employing a new
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line source dispersion model, R-LINE. For observation-derived meteorology, we select
meteorology monitoring stations at four different Connecticut airports as shown in Figure 4.1:
Bradley International Airport (Windsor Locks, CT), Danbury Municipal Airport (Danbury, CT),
Windham Airport (Windham, CT), and Tweed New Haven (New Haven, CT). We use
observation-derived meteorological data generated by the Connecticut Department of Energy and
Environmental Protection (DEEP) with AERMET preprocessor (v 15181) using 2011 data from
the National Weather Service (NWS) Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) stations (CT
DEEP, 2015). We use the Mesoscale Model Interface Program (MMIFv3.2-beta) (EPA, 2015) to
process model-derived meteorology from the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model
(version 3.4), a mesoscale numerical weather prediction model (Skamarock et al., 2008)
configured with a domain of 471x 311 grids and with a horizontal resolution of 12x12 km covering
the United States. The vertical grid has full 35 sigma levels stretching from near surface to model
top (50 hPa). Table B.1 details the specific physics and schemes used in WRF. MMIF considers
the height of the lowest sigma level mid-point (~10m) in computing meteorology inputs for
dispersion models.
To compare meteorology from the two input sources, we select the nearest WRF grid cell
corresponding to each airport. We have included the latitude and longitude for each weather station
and corresponding WRF grid cells in Table B.2. We consider hourly-averaged meteorological
parameters to yield hourly-averaged model predicted concentrations from R-LINE. In addition,
we evaluate the diurnal variations for estimated meteorological parameters - wind speed, wind
direction, convective velocity scale (W*), frictional velocity (U*), and Monin-Obukhov length (L)
- processed by the two meteorology preprocessors. For comparison between model-derived and
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observation-derived meteorology, we estimate the standard deviation (SD), mean bias (MB), and
root mean square difference (RMSD) using the following definitions:
̅ 2
∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑃𝑖 −𝑃𝑖 )

SD = √

(4.1)

𝑛

1

Bias = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑃𝑀𝑖 − 𝑃𝑂𝑖 )

(4.2)
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RMSD= √ ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑃𝑀𝑖 − 𝑃𝑂𝑖 )2

(4.3)

𝑛

Here, Pi is the value of the specific meteorological parameter at time i. PMi and POi are modelderived and observation-derived specific meteorological inputs, respectively, at time i. To capture
the seasonal variabilities, we consider estimates in January (Winter), April (Spring), July
(Summer), and October (Fall).

4.2.2. Description of the model and modeling domain
R-LINE is a steady state Gaussian plume dispersion model developed by the US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to estimate pollutant concentration from line sources,
primarily roads. This model numerically integrates over multiple point sources to approximate
emissions occurring along a line (Snyder et al. 2013). R-LINE (version 1.2) includes both vertical
and lateral dispersion, simulates low wind meander conditions, and applies Monin-Obukhov
similarity theory for vertically profiling the wind and turbulence near the surface. The MoninObukhov similarity theory provides a numerical framework for near surface turbulent flux
estimation using measured flux profiles. Considering various dimensional arguments, MoninObukhov (1954) established a general scaler flux-profile near the surface as a function of a stability
parameter, height from the surface, and Monin-Obukhov’s stability length (Haghighi and Or
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2015). R-LINE uses a Gaussian formulation to estimate pollutant concentrations adding both
horizontal and vertical plume components along with the contribution from meandering. The
plume center line follows the wind direction and meandering component spreads the pollutants
radially outward from the source (Snyder et al. 2013). The vertical and horizontal spread is
calculated using friction velocity, convective velocity scale, and Monin-Obukhov length. We
provide a brief description of the model formulation in chapter 2. Like most dispersion models,
current publicly-available version of R-LINE does not include chemistry. However, there is
ongoing work to incorporate simple NOx chemistry to R-LINE (EPA, 2015).
We consider an arbitrary perpendicular intersection at each location. We assume each road
is 400m long and 3.6m wide as shown in Figure 4.2. We consider receptor points at a 20mx20m
grid resolution. In addition to meteorology and roadway geometry, R-LINE requires either a
vehicular emission rate or annual average daily traffic (AADT). In this study, we consider a
constant AADT of 2700 vehicles/day and an emission factor of 6µg/(ms) to vehicles/day for each
road segment. The primary goal of this study is to compare R-LINE estimates for two different
sets of meteorology input. Assuming constant emission factor and traffic volume for all locations
ensures that the differences in R-LINE estimates results only from differences in meteorological
inputs.
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of the 400mx400m modeling domain showing the receptors spaced at every
20m.

4.2.3. Statistical measurements for R-LINE estimates
We compare R-LINE estimated average concentrations at 20m and 200m from the roadway
for the two sets of meteorological inputs at each location and during each month. To estimate the
average concentration at a specific distance, we considered a box with the same dimensions and
averaged the concentrations from the four corners (Figure 4.2). For quantitative comparison of
model estimates between different inputs, we use mean fractional bias (MFB), mean fractional
difference (MFD), normalized mean squared difference (NMSD), Pearson’s correlation (R), and
the fraction of model-derived estimates within a factor of two of the observation-derived estimates.
We define each of the quantities as follows [84]:
2

𝐶𝑀𝑖 −𝐶𝑂𝑖

MFB = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝐶
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FAC2 is the fraction of R-LINE estimates within a factor of two of the observation-derived
meteorological inputs. CO and CM are the model estimated pollutant concentrations using
observation-derived and model-derived meteorological parameters, respectively. MFB and MFD
are the mean fractional bias and mean fractional difference of the model estimates using the two
different sets of meteorological inputs, respectively. NMSD estimates the mean relative scatter.
The closer the NMSD is to zero, the closer the two estimates. As we still must derive many
meteorological parameters, even from observed data, this is not an evaluation of R-LINE
performance but rather a study to quantify the impact from different sources of meteorological
data.
Besides quantifying the difference in model estimates for different inputs, we also
evaluate R-LINE’s sensitivity to various meteorological parameters. We use the Spearman rank
coefficient for sensitivity analysis. We further quantify the impact of sensitive parameters on RLINE concentration estimates by varying each of the most sensitive parameter by +50%, -50%,
+75%, and -75% while hold the other parameters constant. We then analyze the percent change
in model estimates.

4.3. Results and Discussions
4.3.1. Comparison of meteorology
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Many meteorological parameters influence R-LINE estimates. It is therefore, important to
examine the difference of estimated parameters between model- and observation-derived inputs.
Here, we compare the major parameters-wind speed, wind directions, convective velocity scale
(W*), friction velocity (U*) and Monin-Obukhhov length (L) for each inland location and each
month in 2011. We do not include comparison for coastal site as the center of the corresponding
grid cell for meteorology model for the coastal site (New Haven, CT) is almost entirely over water
and does not yield appropriate data for comparison of the surface characteristics.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of model-derived and observation-derived wind speed (top), convective
velocity scale (middle), and frictional velocity (bottom). Each point in the scatter plot corresponds
to a monthly mean wind speed at a given hour of the day at each location. Here, n is the sample
size and we include the 1:1 and ±25% lines. MG on the scatter plot denotes geometric mean. The
bars on the convective velocity scale (W*) and friction velocity (U*) plots represent the yearly
average value (averaged over all locations and months) for each hour of the day. The whiskers on
the bar plots denote the standard deviations.
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Table 4.1: Statistical comparisons for wind speed at all inland sites in January, April, July, and
October 2011. Bias is ≤ ±0.5 m/s and estimated SDobs (standard deviation of observations) is larger
than RMSD showing good model performance.
Month

Windsor Locks
SDobs Bias
RMSD
(m/s) (m/s)
(m/s)
January 1.75
-0.45
1.5
April
1.97
-0.33
1.47
July
1.3
0.12
1.12
October 1.62
0.12
1.17

Danbury
Bias
RMSD
(m/s)
(m/s)
0.38
1.6
0.27
1.5
0.33
1.43
0.42
1.5

SDobs
(m/s)
1.7
1.95
1.21
1.64

SDobs
(m/s)
1.8
1.97
1.17
1.69

Windham
Bias
RMSD
(m/s)
(m/s)
0.32
1.48
0.3
1.66
0.41
1.45
0.48
1.61

Wind speed is an important meteorological parameter for any dispersion model. Hence, we
show both graphical and statistical comparisons of wind speeds between two inputs. For graphical
comparison, we present scatter plots of the model versus observed values in Figure 4.3 (all
locations and months) and Figures B.1-B.3 (individual locations and months). We provide
comparison statistics of the wind speed in Table 4.1. Both the graphical and statistical analysis of
wind speed show promising results. As monitoring stations directly observe wind speed, unlike
some other parameters, we further compare the WRF predicted wind speed using two additional
statistical benchmarks. The first benchmark, provided by Barna and Lamb (2000), requires an
RMSE less than a standard deviation of the observations as a metric of good model performance.
The second benchmark, given by Malm et al., (2009), requires a bias within ± 0.5 m/s to qualify
as good model performance. WRF-predicted wind speeds meet second benchmark for all locations
in all months. However, Danbury and Windham do not meet the first benchmark in July. Model
predicts wind speed and direction uses a reference height of 10m for all locations, whereas,
observation-derived meteorology uses a 7.9m reference height for Danbury and Windham but a
10m reference height for Windsor Locks. Discrepancies between the reference heights in these
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two locations might lead to this discrepancy, especially during July. Our analysis also shows an
RMSD less than 2 m/s for all locations, further satisfying the specifications in Malm et al., (2009).
Table 4.2: Bias and RMSD for convective velocity scale (W*), friction velocity (U*) and MoninObukhov length (L) for all inland sites in January, April, July, and October 2011. In general,
January and April show higher bias than July or October.
Month/Location

Convective
Velocity Scale (W*)
MB

Friction Velocity
(U*)

Monin-Obukhov
Length (L)

RMSD

MB

RMSD

MB

RMSD

(m/s)
0.21
0.31
0.37

(m)
278.9
164.4
210.3

(m)
807
992.6
853.3

January

Windsor
Danbury
Locks
Windham

0.70
0.68
0.74

0.81
0.79
0.84

(m/s)
0.10
0.26
0.32

April

Windsor
Danbury
Locks
Windham

0.94
0.70
0.97

1.19
1.06
1.22

0.14
0.24
0.30

0.23
0.30
0.42

89.1
144.5
142.7

703.5
1004.8
913

July

Windsor
Danbury
Locks
Windham

0.48
0.33
0.46

0.73
0.63
0.67

0.09
0.14
0.18

0.17
0.20
0.23

58.3
33.9
18.2

609.3
760.4
801

October

Windsor
Danbury
Locks
Windham

0.28
0.24
0.42

0.51
0.48
0.63

0.11
0.21
0.24

0.18
0.25
0.28

75.8
85.8
119

742.1
1071.7
948.5

Convective velocity scale (W*) is crucial in dispersion, especially during the time when
convection dominates pollutant transport. The magnitude of this can vary diurnally and is, in
general, zero during night time and early morning when convection does not significantly impact
dispersion. This is part of the reason we compare the diurnal behavior of model-derived and
observation-derived convective velocity scales. We find that the convective velocity scale for all
inland sites from both sources follows similar trends and predicts the typical diurnal cycle (Figure
4.3, B.4-B.7). As expected, the magnitude and timespan when convection dominates atmospheric
transport is smaller during January and April than July and October for both sets of inputs.
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Although W* from both inputs follows the same anticipated diurnal and seasonal trend, their
magnitude differs. We estimate statistical quantities - mean bias (MB) and root mean square
difference (RMSD) - to further evaluate discrepancies between the two inputs. We find that the
predicted convective velocity scale is higher from the model-derived meteorology (Table 4.2)
regardless of month or location. October and July show lower bias and RMSD. Convective
velocity scale is directly dependent on sensible heat flux. We find that the model-derived sensible
heat flux is, in general, higher than the observation-derived heat flux but is comparatively less in
July and October than other months. The larger difference in estimates of sensible heat flux in
April and January translate to higher bias and RMSD for the convective velocity scale during these
months.
Surface friction velocity (U*) is an important parameter (Venkatram 2004) in predicting
the flux profile due to the prevalence of Monin-Obukhov (M-O) theory based dispersion models.
We evaluate the diurnal variation of the surface friction velocity from both meteorological inputs.
We find that the friction velocity from both sets of inputs follows a similar trend and anticipated
diurnal cycle (Figure 4.3). In comparison with other surface characteristics, surface friction
velocity shows a lower bias (≤0.3 m/s) and RMSD (≤0.42) (Table 4.2). Danbury and Windham
show relatively higher bias and RMSD than Windsor Locks. Wind speed, Monin-Obukhov length,
and reference height are crucial parameters in surface friction velocity estimations. More
deviations of these parameters between the inputs for Danbury and Windham results in higher
discrepancies in surface friction velocity. For instance, Windham shows lower bias for wind speed
in April (0.3 m/s) than October (0.48 m/s) but the comparatively higher bias for Monin-Obukhov
length in April (142.7m) results in higher discrepancies in friction velocity during April than
October.
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Figure 4.4: Wind roses of model-derived and observation-derived wind direction frequencies for
the three inland sites in January, April, July, and October.

Like wind speed, we also compare wind direction for the inland sites and find that WRF
performs well at reproducing observed wind direction (Figure 4.4). In general, WRF performs best
for Windsor Locks. For instance, during winter both the model and observations indicate dominant
south-east wind directions for Windsor Locks. We observe slightly different findings for Danbury,
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especially during less windy months (July and October) where WRF predicts south-west wind
directions, while observations show primarily south-east wind direction. Compared to Windsor
Locks, the other locations show more discrepancies between model-derived and observationderived wind direction. This inconsistency between model- and observation-derived wind
direction likely results from the meteorology model resolution introducing error associated with
the correct terrain on small scales (Mughal et al., 2017).

Figure 4.5: Frequencies of same sign model-derived and observation-derived Monin-Obukhov
length for all inland sites during January, April, July, and October 2011.

Monin-Obukhov length (L) is another important parameter for dispersion models that
quantifies the effect of buoyancy on turbulent flow in the lower atmospheric boundary layer. Like
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other parameters, Monin-Obukhov length also shows lower bias in July (Table 4.2). We further
find that January and April display more bias, resulting from larger differences in sensible heat
flux between the meteorological inputs. Depending on the direction of surface heat flux, MoninObukhov length can be negative or positive. It is negative during convective-dominant
atmospheric time periods from the upward heat flux and positive during stable-dominant
atmospheric time periods from the downward heat flux. We compare the frequency of same signed
predictions by the two sets of inputs (Figure 4.5). Our estimates show that more than 80% of
estimates predict the same signed Monin-Obukhov length. We find that, although the bias is higher
during January, the frequency of capturing similar atmospheric behavior is also higher in January.
Overall, Monin-Obukhov length in all locations follow a similar diurnal trend - negative during
mid-day and positive during night and early morning (Figures B.8-B.11). Among the three
locations, we find that Windsor Locks shows better alignment between the two sources of input.
This also most likely results from using the same reference height for the two inputs. MoninObukhov length from both inputs display similar anticipated seasonal trends. For instance, they
both show a longer time periods of dominant convective atmosphere in July than January.
4.3.2. Comparison of R-LINE Estimates
As different meteorological parameters vary diurnally based on atmospheric stability, it is
important to evaluate the impact of these on R-LINE’s estimates under different atmospheric
stabilities. We present both a graphical and statistical comparison of model estimates between
the two inputs at 20m and 200m from the roadway under stable and unstable dominant
atmospheric time periods. Figure 4.6 and Figures B.12-B.18 show the spread in estimated
concentrations throughout the day. We find that the diurnal behavior of R-LINE estimates for
both inputs follow similar trends including higher estimated pollutant concentrations at night and
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lower during the day. Between various days, the variability in pollutant concentrations is lower
(smaller boxes) during the unstable-dominant atmospheric time periods. Convection during the
unstable-dominant atmospheric time span facilitates mixing and results in lower pollutant
concentrations (Rood 2014) and less variability. We find a similar trend in concentration spread
(higher in stable and lower in unstable dominant time periods) at both 20m and 200m. However,
R-LINE estimated pollutant concentrations are lower for model-derived input especially at 20m
during unstable dominant time periods. Horizontal plume spread in R-LINE directly depends on
convective velocity scale and friction velocity. Higher values of these parameters from modelderived input (Table 4.2) increases dispersion thereby reducing concentrations near the road. July
show the smallest variability (smaller box) in estimated concentrations especially at 20m
(Figures B.12-B.18).
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Figure 4.6: Diurnal variation of pollutant concentrations during January in Windsor Locks using
both observation-derived and model-derived meteorology.

With contrast to inland sites, R-LINE fails to capture the trends and dispersion behavior
for the coastal site (New Haven, CT) using model-derived meteorology (Figure 4.7). R-LINE
estimates for New Haven show little alignment between observation- and model-derived inputs
with model-derived inputs completely fail to display general dispersion behavior. This is because
the corresponding WRF grid location for the New Haven observation station is primarily over the
water. This leads to a complete failure to provide the correct surface characteristic variables for
the model-derived meteorology. For instance, model-derived surface roughness length for New
Haven show a very smooth surface (Figure B.20) which is impossible to be true for inland sites.
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This results as the center of the nearest grid cell to New Haven observation point is onto water
failing to capture inland surface characteristics. However, carefully selecting the nearest grid cell
that is mostly over land may diminish the uncertainty associated with the model-derived
meteorological input for coastal sites.

Figure 4.7: Diurnal variation of pollutant concentrations at 200m from the roadway during
January in New Haven using both observation-derived and model-derived meteorology.

We use mean fractional bias (MFB), mean fractional difference (MFD), FAC2, NMSD,
and Pearson’s correlation to quantitatively compare the differences in R-LINE estimates using the
two sources of meteorology at stable- and unstable-dominant atmospheric time periods. Table B.3
and B.4 summarize all comparison statistics. Figure 4.8 show MFB and NMSD at 20m and 200m
during unstable- and stable-dominant atmospheric timespans. A perfect estimation would have
zero MFB and NMSD. We find that, at both short and long distances, R-LINE estimates generally
show comparable mean fractional bias and most of the time R-LINE predicts lower concentrations
for model-derived inputs. This results from positive biases of friction velocity, convective velocity,
and Monin-Obukhov length from model-derived inputs (Table 4.2). Higher value of all these
parameters increase Gaussian plume horizontal spread decreasing pollutant concentrations.
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Between months, R-LINE estimates show lower MFB during July. Lower biases for friction
velocity and Monin-Obukhov length in July (Table 4.2) results in lower MFB in R-LINE estimates.
Over all, January predicts higher fractional bias for all locations except Windsor Locks at 20m.
Greater differences between model- and observations-derived meteorology in January is likely the
reason of higher MFB during this month. At longer distances (200m), estimated bias is slightly
higher in all months. Meteorology governs dispersion and thus directly impact how far near road
emissions being distributed. Hence, a smaller difference in meteorology inputs could results in
more deviations between R-LINE estimates. In this study, we find this anticipated more
pronounced impact of meteorology on pollutant distribution at locations relatively far from
emission sources yielding slightly higher bias from different meteorology sources at greater
distances. Comparing the impact of inputs at stable- and unstable-dominant atmosphere, we find
that the stable-dominant time period shows higher bias and NMSD. Greater differences in modelderived and observation-derived meteorological inputs during the stable-dominant time period
yields higher bias and NMSD. Over all, FAC2 is within the suggested limit of 0.5 ≤ FAC2 ≤ 2 at
20m. However, higher discrepancies between inputs in January results in FAC2 deviation from
suggested value especially at longer distance (Table B.4).
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Figure 4.8: Comparison statistics- MFB and NMSD during stable- and unstable-dominant time
periods in January, April, July, and October. Here, we show the statistics at 20m and 200m away
from the roadway network.
4.3.3. Sensitivity Analysis
R-LINE uses a number of estimated or empirically-defined meteorological parameters. As
meteorology greatly influences the dispersion mechanism, these may substantially impact R-LINE
predictions. In this section, we perform a sensitivity analysis to evaluate the importance of different
meteorological parameters on R-LINE concentration estimates. The Spearman rank coefficient in
Figure S19 demonstrates R-LINE’s sensitivity to all input parameters. As anticipated, R-LINE is
highly sensitive to friction velocity, Monin-Obukhov length, wind speed, temperature, and
convective velocity scale. As mentioned earlier, R-LINE uses Gaussian plume formulation to
quantify pollutants dispersion spread and thus estimate concentration at each receptor points. Each
of this parameter directly influence vertical and horizontal spread and thus make model sensitive
to these. To determine the individual impact of each of these parameters on R-LINE concentration
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estimates, we adjust the value of each by ±50% and ±75% and observe the effects on model
predictions (Figure 9).

Figure 4.9: Percent change in predicted concentrations for -75%, +75%, -50%, and +50% change
in convective velocity scale (top left), friction velocity (top right), Monin-Obukhov length (bottom
left), and wind speed (bottom right).

We find that among all these parameters R-LINE’s estimates are least impacted due to the
change in convective velocity scale. Vertical and horizontal spread is less impacted by the
convective velocity scale compared to other parameters. Therefore, their influence on model
estimates are less significant. We find that increasing the friction velocity leads to decrease in
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estimated pollutant concentrations (Figure 4.9). For instance, an increase in friction velocity by
75% results in 40% (approximate) reduction in concentrations at a closest receptor point from
source. This results as friction velocity is inversely proportional to horizontal plume spread. An
increase in friction velocity increases turbulence therefore enhance dispersion. This leads to lower
estimated concentrations close to the roadway. For the same reason, we observe the opposite trend
for a decrease in friction velocity. Monin-Obukhov length defines vertical mixing therefore
increasing this will provide more mixing and decreased estimated concentrations. We also observe
the anticipated decreasing concentration profile for increasing Monin-Obukhov length based on
model formulation. We find that a decrease in Monin-Obukhov length by 50% increases the
concentration by 20% near road and increases by 40% at a longer distance. Wind speed is an
important meteorological parameter in atmospheric dispersion. We find that an increase in wind
speed lowers pollutant concentrations near road because high wind speeds favor dispersion by
increasing friction velocity and distribute pollutants more quickly. We observe the opposite trend
for a decrease in wind speed. Overall, we find that the model is more sensitive to friction velocity
and Monin-Obukhov length than wind speed.
In addition to the model’s sensitivity to individual parameters, we also evaluate the impact
of the wind speed benchmark (bias ≤ ±0.5 m/s) by Malm et al. (2009) on R-LINE concentration
estimates. Specifically, we evaluate the impact of a change of 0.5 m/s in wind speed (Figure B.21)
on the R-Line estimated concentrations. The mean fractional bias and mean fractional difference
resulting from this change are between ±0.04 and <0.15, respectively, during unstable and between
±0.23 and <0.25, respectively, during stable dominant atmospheric time periods. During unstable
dominant time periods, R-LINE estimates are less sensitive at both distances minimizing
uncertainties associated with the benchmark. During stable dominant time periods the estimated
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biases are slightly higher but the mean fractional differences are still <0.3. The geometric mean is
always close to 1 during unstable dominant time periods. However, during stable atmosphere
dominant time periods, the geometric mean slightly deviates from 1, especially at 200m from the
source.
4.4. Conclusions
Employing a near road dispersion model R-LINE, this study compares the diurnal and
seasonal variabilities in model estimates for two meteorological input sources and correlates their
differences with discrepancies between the two input data sets. We found that R-LINE estimates
demonstrated the same diurnal behavior using both sets of inputs and smaller differences during
unstable-dominant atmospheric time periods than stable-dominant time periods. July showed
comparatively smaller differences in model estimates at both close and remote receptor locations
than other months. This results from relatively lower discrepancies in friction velocity and MoninObukhov length between the two input data sets in July. Among the considered parameters,
Monin-Obukhov length showed the highest bias but this higher bias did not translate to
comparably greater differences in model estimates. At 20m from the roadway, all R-LINE
estimates using model-derived inputs were within a factor of 2 of the observation-derived inputs.
However, at 200m from the roadway there were R-LINE estimates that fell outside a factor of 2
difference using the two sets of inputs in January. Again, this mainly results from higher
discrepancies between two inputs in January. Unsurprisingly, our study found that R-LINE is most
sensitive to windspeed, Monin-Obukhov length, and friction velocity. While R-LINE results for
all inland sites were comparable between the input data sets, the model-derived inputs at the
coastal site completely failed to capture general dispersion patterns as the location of the center of
the closest grid was over water. This demonstrates the importance of carefully selecting the nearest
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grid location for coastal areas while still ensuring that the selected grid cell is predominately over
land. Finally, the distance between observation stations and the center of the nearest modeled grid
was not equal for all locations and could have implications on our ability to compare and
understand the differences between the two input sources at different locations. Using a lower
resolution model output may provide more comparable results between inputs. Overall, the results
of statistical comparison showed that R-LINE could predict near road pollutant concentrations
with reasonable confidence using model-derived meteorology that increases the scope of the
prognostic meteorological model’s implementation for dispersion models.
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CHAPTER 5
Hybrid model: a fine scale modeling approach for near road
concentrations estimate
Originally submitted as:
A hybrid modeling framework to estimate pollutant concentrations and exposures in near road
environments
Fatema Parvez, Kristina Wagstrom, 2018, under review with Science of the Total Environment

5.1. Introduction
Motor vehicles are one of the most significant anthropogenic sources of air pollution in
urban areas. In addition, the rapid growth of the world’s motor-vehicle fleet resulting from
population growth, economic growth, metropolitan expansion, and increased dependence on motor
vehicles has resulted in an increase in the number of people living and working near major roads
(Adar & Kaufman 2007; Salam et al., 2008). Negative health outcomes associated with trafficrelated air pollution include asthma (Vette et al., 2013; Jerrett et al., 2008; Rohr et al., 2014),
respiratory impacts (Kim et al., 2015; Winquist et al., 2015; Pascal et al., 2014), cardiovascular
impacts (Franck et al., 2011; Crouse et al., 2012), cancer (Arden Pope et al., 2011; Turner et al.,
2011; Loomis et al., 2013), low birth weight (Wilhelm et al., 2012; Bell et al., 2008; Ebisu & Bell
2012), and premature death (Schwartz et al., 2008; Pope et al., 2009; Crouse et al., 2012). A special
report on traffic related air pollution by the Health Effects Institute (HEI, 2010) identified a
heightened exposure zone within a range extending to somewhere between 300m and 500m from
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major roads. Much of the area in this zone may experience concentrations 2.5 to 6 times higher
than the background. There is an urgent need to estimate near road pollutant concentrations at high
resolution to improve exposure estimates.
Scientists and policy makers typically estimate ambient air pollutant concentrations using
either data from air quality monitoring networks or from air pollution models. Both of these
methods have limitations. A major limitation associated with monitored concentrations is the
relatively low spatial resolution and spatial coverage associated with most networks. It is also
challenging to estimate source specific contributions to air pollutant concentrations using
monitored values. Caiazzo et al. (2013) estimated that, in 2005, road sources accounted for 38.5%
of total NOx and 6.9% of total PM2.5 emissions in the United States. Dedoussi and Barrett (2014)
attributed 7826, 3982, and 3702 premature death in 2005 in California, New York, and New Jersey,
respectively, due to exposure to traffic-related pollution. Unfortunately, current regulatory ambient
air monitoring does not adequately capture near road concentration levels for most locations and
chemical species. For this reason, regulators need high spatial and temporal resolution modeling
approaches to accurately estimate exposure for a wide variety of chemical species.
The air quality modeling approaches currently available can compute the source-specific
pollutant concentrations either on a regional- or local-scale but still lack effective ways to estimate
the combined exposure from regional and local sources. Fann et al. (2013) used the CAMx regional
air pollution model (12kmx12km resolution) to quantify ozone and PM2.5 related premature deaths
from onroad emission sources in the United States. As elevated concentrations near roads reach
background levels within a few hundred meters, regional air pollution models which can, at most,
resolve down to 1 km cannot adequately represent these gradients. Further, temporal variabilities
in pollutant dispersion patterns in stable and unstable atmospheric conditions also greatly influence
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the concentration gradients near roads. Estimating air pollution from local sources such as motor
vehicles using a regional air pollution model which considers all the processes that impact
atmospheric chemistry and physics is a computationally intensive process. A potentially better,
and more realistic approach, is to use local scale dispersion models for near road air pollution
estimation. Compared to chemical transport model (CTMs), local scale dispersion models are less
computationally expensive and can provide concentration estimates at high resolution. Batterman
et al. (2015) implemented the R-LINE, a local scale dispersion model, to quantify spatially
resolved PM2.5 and NOx concentrations in Detroit, MI. Greco et al. (2007) estimated traffic related
exposures using a line source model, CAL3QHCR, in Boston, MA. Traditionally, the dispersion
models available to estimate near road pollutant concentrations either do not account for
background concentrations from regional sources, do not account for temporal variability, or do
not consider chemical interactions between local and regional pollutants. There remains a need to
better quantify the combined local and regional pollution impact to design effective policies to
protect human health from the harmful effects of air pollution exposure.
Researchers have recently started to develop hybrid models to bridge this gap between
local and regional air pollution modeling. Isakhov et al. (2007) combined a regional and dispersion
model to evaluate the sub-grid temporally- and spatially-resolved benzene and formaldehyde
concentrations from vehicular emissions. Beevers et al. (2012) also applied a similar modeling
approach to estimate NOx and ozone concentrations at 20mx20m resolution. Both of these
approaches provide fine temporal and spatial scale concentration estimates that can aid in health
impact assessments and epidemiological studies. However, these approaches potentially lead to
over-estimation of pollutant concentrations due to the double counting emissions by considering
the same emissions in both models. Bates et al. (2018) developed hybrid modeling framework
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combining CMAQ and R-LINE to quantify pollutants concentrations at neighborhood scale.
Chang et al.( 2015) employed a hybrid approach in central North Carolina and estimated near road
PM2.5 concentrations at a Census block resolution. Both these approaches provide a better
concentration characterization in terms of spatial resolution but lacks temporal resolution. Running
the model multiple times for multiple species makes these modeling approaches also data
intensive. The hybrid modeling frameworks currently available either double count onroad
emissions, do not provide temporal information, need extensive additional data, or require
significant computational resources due to the required number of model runs.
Here we present a hybrid modeling framework (HYCAMR) combining a regional chemical
transport model and a local scale road dispersion model to estimate combined (regional and
local/near road) concentrations at fine spatial and temporal resolution. We employ HYCAMR in
three Connecticut cities - Hartford, New Haven, and Willimantic - to estimate hourly PM2.5, NOx,
and elemental carbon (EC) concentrations at a 40mx40m resolution. This approach provides
improved spatial and temporal resolution of concentrations profiles in near road environments to
improve exposure assessment.

5.2. Method and Model Description
Our hybrid modeling framework, HYCAMR, is comprised of an Eulerian 3-D chemical
transport model, the Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx version 6.0), and
a local scale road dispersion model, R-LINE-v1.2. Figure 5.1 shows a diagram of the information
flow within HYCAMR. HYCAMR uses CAMx to define the regional contributions and also to
determine the mass of pollutant originating from local, onroad emissions. HYCAMR uses R-LINE
to determine the dispersion pattern of the local, onroad emissions. By combining the results from
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both models, HYCAMR provides an estimate of the total pollutant concentration for each hour of
the year at 40mx40m resolution. We describe the details of HYCAMR in sections 5.2.1-5.2.3.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of our hybrid modeling framework, HYCAMR. NEI and AADT denote the
National Emission Inventory and Annual Average Daily Traffic dataset, respectively.

5.2.1. Regional-Scale Estimates (CAMx)
In HYCAMR, we use the Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx) to
quantify the concentrations of various species from onroad and regional sources in the
Northeastern US with a grid resolution of 12kmx12km. We apply the Lambert Conformal
Projection over the studied domain with 6834 ground-level grid cells (67 north-south x 102 eastwest) and 20 vertical layers. CAMx uses first principles to estimate the impacts of emissions,
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advection, turbulent diffusion, condensation, evaporation, deposition, and chemical reactions
(gaseous and aqueous) on air pollutant concentrations. We implement the Particulate Matter
Source Apportionment Technology (PSAT) tool available in CAMx to separately track the
transport and transformations of species from onroad and regional emission sources. We use the
2011 National Emissions Inventory (NEI) developed by the US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) processed using the Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions (SMOKE) (CMAS, 2013)
model. These emissions inputs were included as part of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency’s Ozone Regulatory Reanalysis, including model evaluation (US EPA, 2014a). For gas
phase chemistry, we use CAMx mechanism 7. This mechanism is based on the Carbon Bond
version 6 (CB-6) (Yarwood et al., 2010) mechanism and includes aerosol chemistry. CAMx
mechanism 7 has a total of 218 reactions for 77 gaseous species and includes 16 aerosol species.
In CAMx, PM2.5 includes secondary nitrate, sulfate, ammonium, organic aerosols, and several
primary species. We create boundary conditions for the New England domain using a CAMx run
for the continental US using the same inputs. We use meteorological inputs predicted by the
Weather Research and Forecasting model WRF (version 3.4) (Skamarock et al., 2008). The WRF
domain includes 471x 311 cells with a horizontal resolution of 12kmx12km over the United States.
The vertical grid has 35 sigma levels stretching from near surface to 50 hPa. The meteorological
model evaluation is provided in US EPA’s Meteorological Model Performance report 2011 (US
EPA, 2014b). Parvez et al. (2017) contains a detailed performance evaluation of CAMx estimates
using this set of inputs.
Using these datasets, we create two emission categories - onroad and all other sources.
More specifically, we track the onroad emissions from each grid cell in each city as a separate
source for use in HYCAMR (described in section 5.2.3). We use these separated emissions in
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PSAT to track concentrations from onroad and other sources individually. We use this approach
later to avoid double counting emissions. In the combined model, CAMx not only accounts for the
chemistry of regional pollutants but also local onroad pollutants throughout PSAT.

5.2.2. Local-Scale Estimates (R-LINE)
R-LINE is a steady state Gaussian plume line source dispersion model developed by US
EPA to estimate pollutant concentrations near roads. This model numerically integrates over
multiple point sources to approximate emissions occurring along a line (Snyder et al., 2013). RLINE includes both vertical and lateral dispersion, simulates low wind meander conditions, and
applies Monin-Obukhov similarity theory for vertically profiling the wind and turbulence near the
surface. For simplicity in this initial implementation of HYCAMR, we consider only primary and
secondary roads.
Like other dispersion models, R-LINE typically uses meteorology from a nearby weather
station. For consistency between CAMx and R-LINE, we use the same WRF-predicted
meteorology for both R-LINE and CAMx (described in Section 2.1). We have compared this
approach with using nearby weather station data in past work (Parvez and Wagstrom, 2018). We
use the Mesoscale Model Interface Program (MMIFv3.2-beta) (EPA, 2015) to process
meteorology and surface characteristics variables from WRF for use by R-LINE. MMIF considers
the height of the lowest sigma level mid-point (~10m) in computing meteorology inputs for
dispersion models. The MMIF processed meteorological file contains 18 parameters representing
near surface characteristics including friction velocity, wind speed, boundary layer depth,
temperature, and convective velocity scale. Instead of using meteorology specific to each hour of
the year, we consider daily hourly-resolved meteorology averaged over each month of the year
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2011. For example, instead of model 1:00am on each day of October, we average the
meteorological conditions present at 1:00am each day of October and run R-LINE for these
average conditions. This provides 288 meteorological proxies representing one diurnal profile for
each month.
In HYCAMR, R-LINE (version 1.2) provides spatially- and temporally-resolved near road
pollutant dispersion profiles at high resolution. To do this, we run R-LINE using each of the 288
meteorological proxies described above to estimate spatial pollutant concentrations. This provides
an estimate of pollutant spatial distribution representing a typical hour of the day of each month.
We implement R-LINE in each individual CAMx grid cell within each city of interest with a
receptor spacing of 40m yielding an estimate of near road pollutant concentrations at 40mx40m
resolution. We use these estimated concentrations to create spatial proxies over which we
distribute the hourly onroad source mass predicted by CAMx-PSAT. We describe this step in more
detail in Section 5.2.3. This transforms the 288 proxies into hourly concentrations throughout the
year (covering 8760 hours) without needing to run R-LINE for every single hour of the year. This
decreases the R-LINE computational burden by over an order of magnitude.
We use the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) data from Connecticut Department of
Transportation (CT DOT, 2011) for vehicle counts on major roads in the cities of interest. As
mentioned earlier, we use R-LINE to quantify the relative dispersion of mass rather than the
absolute concentrations. Applying an assumption of negligible chemistry and deposition, each
species should follow the same anticipated dispersion pattern no matter the emissions rate. This
allows us to use a simplified emission factor of 1 g/(ms) for each vehicle per day on each road. We
designed this approach to minimize the computational burden associated with needing separate
model runs for each species. For road location, we use the primary and secondary roads defined in
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the TIGER/Line shapefiles developed by the U.S. Census Bureau and available through the
Geospatial Data Gateway (US Census Bureau, 2015). We have included maps of the roads in the
supporting information (Figure C.1).

5.2.3. Hybrid Model (HYCAMR)
In the HYCAMR, we combine the CAMx estimated regional concentrations with R-LINEestimated local dispersion to estimate total hourly pollutant concentrations at 40mx40m resolution.
Using the R-LINE-predicted concentrations described in Section 5.2.2, we create the predicted
pollutant dispersion pattern by normalizing each by the mass at each 40m spaced receptor by the
total mass within the CAMx grid cell (Equation 5.1).
𝑅

𝑓𝑖 = ∑𝑛 𝑖𝑅
1

𝑖

(5.1)

In Equation 5.1, fi is the fractional contribution at receptor location i, Ri is the R-LINEpredicted near road pollutant concentrations at receptor location i and n is the total number of
receptor locations. We then distribute the CAMx-predicted onroad source concentration over the
R-LINE- predicted normalized dispersion profile (fi) to estimate near road pollutant concentrations
at high resolution (Equation 5.2).
𝐶𝐿,𝑖 = 𝐶𝐿,𝐶𝐴𝑀𝑥 × 𝑓𝑖 ×

𝑉12𝑘𝑚
𝑉40𝑚

(5.2)

In Equation 5.2, CL,i is the near road pollutant concentrations at receptor location i, CL,CAMx
is the CAMx-predicted onroad source concentration, and V12km and V40m are the resolution of the
CAMx and R-LINE models, respectively. Once we estimate the concentrations from onroad
sources at high resolution, we can simply add the regional concentration to estimate the total
pollutant concentration at high resolution (Equation 5.3).
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𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑖 = 𝐶𝐿,𝑖 + 𝐶𝑅,𝐶𝐴𝑀𝑥

(5.3)

In Equation 5.3, CComb,i is the combined regional and local pollutant concentrations at
receptor location i and CR,CAMx is the CAMx-predicted regional concentration. We include a
simplified, example calculation in the supporting information (section C.2).

5.2.4. Model Evaluation Approach
We evaluate HYCAMR performance for NO2 and PM2.5 in the year 2011 using two
datasets: satellite-based estimates and land use regression estimates. We estimate satellite-based
ground level NO2 mixing ratio at Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) resolution (0.05ox0.05o)
using an approach similar to the one described in Lamsal et al. (2008) (equation 5.4). This approach
uses a chemical transport model (GEOS-Chem) to estimate ground-level concentrations from
satellite-measure NO2 column density.
𝑆𝑜 = 𝜈𝛺

𝜈𝑆𝐺

𝐹
𝐺 −(𝜈−1)𝛺𝐺

× 𝛺𝑜

(5.4)

In equation 5.4, S represents the surface-level NO2 mixing ratio and Ω represents the
tropospheric NO2 column density. The subscripts “O” and “G” represent OMI and GEOS-Chem,
respectively. The OMI-derived surface NO2 (SO) represents the mixing ratio at the lowest vertical
grid. ν represents the ratio of the local OMI NO2 column to the mean NO2 across the GEOS-Chem
domain (2ox2.5o resolution). 𝛺𝐺𝐹 is the free tropospheric NO2 column over the GEOS-Chem grid
cell. We use the Berkeley High-Resolution (BEHR v3.0A) processed OMI NO2 column density
(Laughner et al., 2016) for our analysis. Finally, we compare this estimate of ground-level NO2
with both HYCAMR and CAMx estimated concentrations. We also compare the HYCAMR and
CAMx estimated NO2 concentrations with Kim land use regression (Kim LUR) model estimates
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at census block group resolution developed by Kim et al. (2018). They implemented a land use
regression model to calculate concentrations of NO2 and PM2.5 as the mean of all block centroid
predictions within each block group in the continental United States.
To evaluate performance for PM2.5, we compare the HYCAMR and CAMx estimated
concentrations with combined geophysical-statistical model estimated concentrations with a
resolution of 0.01o x 0.01o. This model estimates ground-level PM2.5 by combining Aerosol Optical
Depth (AOD) retrievals from the NASA Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS), Multi-angle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR), and Sea-Viewing Wide Field-of-View
Sensor (SeaWIFS) instruments with the GEOS-Chem. GEOS-Chem is further calibrated to globalbased observations using a geographically-weighted regression (Van Donkelaar et al., 2016). We
also again compare the estimates to the Kim LUR-estimated PM2.5 concentrations. We include the
definitions of each statistical quantity used in the model evaluation in the supporting information.
5.3. Results and Discussions
5.3.1. Seasonal Variation of Pollutant Concentrations
We estimate the seasonal average concentration fields for NOx (NO, NO2, N2O5, radical
NO3, and HONO), PM2.5, and elemental carbon (EC) using HYCAMR in New Haven, Hartford,
and Willimantic (Figures 5.2 and C.3-C.4). We see substantial seasonal variation in the dispersion
pattern between species and locations. The differences in the spatial dispersion between seasons
mostly results from meteorological differences though we do account for changes in emissions at
both regional and local scales through the use of CAMx concentrations for both sets of sources,
regional and onroad (Section 5.2.3). We see the highest concentrations in winter due to the lower
mixing heights, friction velocities, and convective velocities that hinder the dispersion of
pollutants. Conversely, high wind speeds in spring facilitate rapid dispersion leading to lower
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concentrations near the road and decreasing the impact of local sources. The higher mixing heights
in the summer lower background concentrations, but the lower wind speeds also decrease
dispersion, increasing the impact of onroad emissions.

Figure 5.2: Average combined concentrations (regional and on-road) of NOx, EC, and PM2.5 at
40mx40m resolution in winter (December, January, February), spring (March, April, May),
summer (June, July, August), and fall (September, October, November) in New Haven, CT.
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The concentrations near roads in HYCAMR are generally high; the values are even higher
where major interstate highways merge. In New Haven, we find the highest concentrations where
I-95 and I-91 merge and we observe similar behavior in other cities. Compared to NOx, EC
concentrations reach background concentrations nearer to the roads. This could result from the
relatively lower EC emission rate from onroad sources compared to NOx. We also anticipate that
NOx secondary chemistry and interaction with regional pollutant would increase the split between
NO and NO2 allowing greater dispersion of NOx in HYCAMR. Our initial analysis indicates that
HYCAMR captures the anticipated qualitative spatial dispersion of primary and secondary species.
HYCAMR estimates yields improved spatial resolution and increased concentration
gradients. CAMx estimated NOx concentrations in New Haven ranged from 12.24 ppb to 17.02
ppb in winter, 9.37 ppb to 13.56 ppb in spring, 12.77 ppb to 16.92 ppb in summer, and 10.17 ppb
to 15.33 ppb in fall, while HYCAMR estimates ranged from 7.35 ppb to 829 ppb in winter, 5.30
ppb to 521 ppb in spring, 6.25 ppb to 559 ppb in summer, and 5.46 ppb to 618 ppb in fall. Similarly,
we find significant differences in the range of EC and PM2.5 estimates between CAMx and
HYCAMR. This results from the higher resolution of HYCAMR which captures the higher
concentration gradients near roads yielding a wider range of predicted concentrations.
Between the three locations, the estimated pollutant concentrations in Willimantic are
lower than in Hartford and New Haven as Willimantic is a much smaller city and has fewer primary
and secondary roads and lower traffic loads (Figures 5.2 and C.3-C.4). Although Hartford does
not have as many primary and secondary roads as New Haven it still displays elevated
concentrations from vehicular emissions due to the high traffic volume in the city. One of the
major benefits of HYCAMR is that it can capture high concentration zones within cities. For
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instance, we observe heighten concentrations in the urban cores where population densities and
traffic loads are highest. We also observe similar high concentration zones near major roads or
where multiple major roads intersect.
5.3.2.Diurnal Variation of Pollutant Concentration
Figures 5.3-5.5 show the annual average hourly concentrations of NOx, EC, and PM2.5 for
New Haven. We find substantial diurnal variability in concentrations for all three pollutants.
Concentrations, especially those near roads, decrease during the day and increase at night. This
results from a shift from a dominant unstable atmosphere during the day, which promotes greater
mixing, to a dominant stable atmosphere at night. Between the three species, the impact of onroad
emissions is less dominate for PM2.5, likely because PM2.5 results from more regional sources. We
see similar trends for Hartford (Figures C.5-C.7).

Figure 5.3: Annual average hourly NOx concentration in New Haven, CT. We average
concentrations over all months of the year 2011 at different hours of each day. We observe
significant diurnal variability in NOx concentration.
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Figure 5.4: Annual average hourly elemental carbon (EC) concentration in New Haven, CT. We
average concentrations over all months of the year 2011 at different hours of each day. We observe
significant diurnal variability in EC concentration.

Figure 5.5: Annual average hourly PM2.5 concentration in New Haven, CT. We average
concentrations over all months of the year 2011 at different hours of each day. We observe
significant diurnal variability in PM2.5 concentration.

5.3.3.Near Road Concentration Profiles
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Figure 5.6 shows the HYCAMR estimated downwind concentration profiles of NOx and
EC in New Haven, normalized by the concentrations at the center of the road. We calculate these
estimates using several isolated major roads in northern New Haven (State Highway 69, State
Highway 63, Amity Rd, and Litchfield Turnpike) to avoid interference with emissions from nearby
roads. In order to estimate the decay profile of each pollutant, we first consider the concentration
at a specific downwind distance and then normalize by the concentration at the closest point to the
center line of the road. We then average the profiles from multiple roads to create the average
profiles shown in Figure 5.6. Our results show an exponential decay with distance for all seasons,
though the profiles do show substantial differences between seasons and species. As found by Saha
et al. (2018), we also find that the differences in decay patterns between species in a single season
are less prominent than the differences in decay patterns for the same species in different seasons.
Winter shows the slower decay rate anticipated due to dominant stable atmospheric conditions.
For instance, in New Haven, NOx concentrations drop by ~40% at 200m in winter, whereas, in
fall and spring, concentrations drop by ~60% over the same distance. These findings are consistent
with Beckarman et al. (2008). We observe similar trends for EC. We also find that the higher
convective atmosphere and temperature in summer do not impact the decay rate. In fact, we find
no significant differences between summer and winter predicted pollutant decay profiles. This
indicates that, apart from emissions, wind speed is the major factor influencing dispersion from
roads. Lower wind speeds in summer ultimately leads to slow decay rates, while higher wind
speeds lead to faster decay rates in fall and spring. Overall, both the species reach background
levels within 400m of the road though EC reaches background levels at shorter distances than
NOx. These findings are again consistent with Riley et al. (2014).
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Figure 5.6: Downwind concentration decay profiles for NOx and EC of New Haven. The four
different lines depict the trend in each season.

5.3.4. Population-Weighted Concentrations
We compare population-weighted concentrations at census block group resolution using
HYCAMR and CAMx as a first evaluation of the impact of using high resolution modeling for
exposure estimation. We use the 2010 census data (US Census Bureau, 2010) to quantify
population-weighted concentration using Equation 5.
𝐶𝑝𝑜𝑝,𝑗 =

∑𝑁
𝑖 𝐶𝑖 ×𝑃𝑖

(5.5)

∑𝑁
𝑖 𝑃𝑖

In Equation 5, Cpop,j is the population-weighted average concentration for species j; Ci and
Pi are the concentrations and population in census block group i, respectively; and N is the total
number of census block groups in a given city. Figure 5.7 shows the estimated populationweighted concentrations of NOx, elemental carbon (EC), and PM2.5 for each season in New Haven
and Hartford. Our results show substantial differences in the population-weighted concentrations
for each season with the highest values in winter. The population-weighted concentrations of PM2.5
and EC in New Haven and Hartford are quite similar; however, the NOx population impact is
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significantly higher in New Haven due to the larger number of major roads in New Haven. When
we compare the fine (HYCAMR) and coarse (CAMx) estimates, we find that winter exhibits the
largest differences, especially for NOx (Figure 5.8). The lower mixing height, slower chemistry,
and lower dispersion in winter elevates HYCAMR predicted concentrations near roads leading to
these greater differences. The HYCAMR estimated annual average population-weighted
concentrations of NOx are 58% and 13% higher than CAMx for New Haven and Hartford,
respectively. This substantial increase in population-weighted concentrations using HYCAMR
compared to CAMx results from the coarse resolution of regional modeling underestimating the
impact of local exposures, particularly as onroad emissions are the major source of NOx. For
PM2.5, we observe greater differences between fine (HYCAMR) and coarse (CAMx) model
estimates. This results as PM2.5 comprises with several pollutants including near road dust and PM
nitrate and HYCAMR’s fine resolution could capture their elevated concentrations near road
increasing in differences in population-weighted concentrations compared to CAMx. . Unlike our
findings for NOx and PM2.5, our estimates show that CAMx predicted population-weighted EC
concentration is slightly higher than HYCAMR. This results from the rapid decay in EC
concentrations as distance from the road increases leading to less of the population living in the
elevated zone for EC than for PM2.5 and NOx.
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Figure 5.7: HYCAMR estimated population-weighted concentrations of PM2.5, EC, and NOx in
New Haven and Hartford in each season. We observe significant seasonal variability.

Figure 5.8: Percent differences in the estimated population-weighted concentrations between
HYCAMR and CAMx.

5.3.5.Model Evaluation
We compare the performance of HYCAMR and CAMx for all three Connecticut cities
(New Haven, Hartford, and Willimantic) for NO2 and PM2.5. We present all the statistical
parameters summarizing model performance in Tables 5.1 and C.1-C.3.
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Table 5.1 shows the comparison between HYCAMR and CAMx over New Haven against both the
satellite-based and Kim LUR estimates. For NO2 satellite-based estimates, the mean fractional bias
(MFB) and mean fractional error (MFE) reduce from –1.11 to -0.66 and 1.11 to 0.89, respectively,
when comparing CAMx and HYCAMR. This clearly indicates that HYCAMR shows better
agreement than CAMx; however, both these model underestimated NO2 with respect to satellitebased estimates. This could likely results from two factors. First, the approaches use different
temporal data when estimating the average NO2 concentration. Satellite-based estimates use the
concentrations at a single time point for each day, whereas HYCAMR and CAMx estimates
include concentration estimates for all hours. Second, the datasets provide estimates at different
spatial resolution. We also estimate the fraction of HYCAMR and CAMx estimates within a factor
of two of reference datasets (FAC2). The FAC2 for NO2 values are within the limit (0.5 ≤ FAC2
≤ 2) for HYCAMR, however for CAMx this value is smaller than the expected limit.
We further compare HYCAMR and CAMx estimates to NO2 concentration estimates from
the Kim LUR model at census block group resolution to compare HYCAMR with another high
resolution estimate. To compare these estimates, we first up-scale the HYCAMR estimates from
40mx40m resolution to census block group resolution. Both HYCAMR and CAMx show better
agreement with Kim LUR estimates than satellite-based estimates. Specifically, the MFB and MFE
for NO2 when compared to Kim LUR estimates are -0.47 and 0.50, respectively, for CAMx and
0.15 and 0.40, respectively, for HYCAMR. This higher agreement likely results from finer
resolution (census block group) of the Kim LUR estimates. HYCAMR performs better than CAMx
when compared to both estimates of NO2.
Model performance for PM2.5 displays similar trends with HYCAMR showing better agreement
than CAMx when compared to both satellite-based and Kim LUR estimates (Tables 5.1 and C.188

C.2). However, unlike NO2, we observe greater differences for PM2.5 in HYCAMR and CAMx
performance with LUR model data set. This could result from differences in the methods for
estimating NO2 and PM2.5 in the reference data sets. We observe similar trends for Hartford and
Willimantic (Tables C.1-C.2).
Table 5.1: Performance evaluation statistics for HYCAMR and CAMx in New Haven using
satellite-based and Kim LUR estimations for year 2011.

NO2

MFB

MFE

RMSE

IOA

FAC2

Corr

CAMx/Satellite

-1.11

1.11

64.97

0.34

0.30

0.16

HYCAMR/Satellite

-0.66

0.89

60.78

0.30

0.79

0.13

CAMx/LUR

-0.47

0.50

7.72

0.24

0.68

-0.22

HYCAMR/LUR

0.15

0.40

26.44

0.09

1.47

0.20

CAMx/GWR

-0.77

0.77

7.45

0.44

0.49

-0.25

HYCAMR/GWR

-0.11

0.46

5.55

0.29

1.04

-0.26

CAMx/LUR

-0.85

0.85

5.57

0.11

0.41

0.13

HYCAMR/LUR

-0.12

0.20

2.22

0.24

0.91

0.22

PM2.5

5.4. Conclusions
The hybrid air pollutant concentration modeling framework, HYCAMR, described here
provides spatially and temporally resolved estimates of pollutant concentrations at high resolution.
Implementing this model in three cities in Connecticut, we find strong seasonal and temporal
variabilities in pollutant concentrations. Winter shows higher concentrations due to lower mixing
heights and turbulence. We also find that concentrations near roads drop during the day due to
increased turbulence and instability. Comparing different species, onroad NOx contributes more
to the overall concentrations than PM2.5 or EC. In alignment with past studies, we find that near
road concentrations reach background levels within approximately 400m of the road. HYCAMR
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estimated concentrations are also comparable with both satellite-based and land use regression
estimates of concentrations. In addition to providing high resolution concentration estimates,
HYCAMR has several advantages over many contemporary hybrid models. HYCAMR has
relatively low computational and data requirements, captures temporal variability in pollutant
concentrations, and applies to a wide suite of species. One of the limitations of the approach is that
it does not currently consider unique emissions factors for each road. However, we have
demonstrated that HYCAMR is a promising modeling approach in estimating near road pollutant
concentrations at high resolution. With the increasing population living and working near roads,
high resolution concentration estimates are essential to estimate exposure and eventually develop
better policy to mitigate human exposure to air pollution.
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CHAPTER 6
Impact of model resolution in health risk assessments
Manuscript in preparation:
Impact of air quality model resolution on health risk estimates associated with particulate matter
exposure
Fatema Parvez, and Kristina Wagstrom,

6.1. Introduction
The ground level particulate matter (PM2.5, denoting particles with aerodynamic diameter
<2.5 µm) have negative impact on human health. Many epidemiological studies in the past showed
a strong relation between human exposure to PM2.5 and chronic health impacts including premature
death, hospital visit for respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, and asthma exacerbation (Bell et
al., 2004, Pope et al., 2006, Krewski et al., 2009, Ostro et al., 2001). With the growing economy
and technology development, many people now live near heavy traffic volume roadways or close
to industrial areas. According to a study, mobile source was considered second major source that
contributed mostly to the total PM2.5 related premature deaths in USA (Fann et al.,2013). Although
the impact of PM2.5 on human is available on regional scale (Parvez et al., 2017), the local scale
estimates are yet sparse. Pollutants from mobile sources rapidly reaches to background level which
regional scale modeling approaches cannot effectively capture. Thus, for estimation of health
burden from local source like mobile sources, fine scale modeling approaches has no alternate. It
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is also important to evaluate source specific concentrations and health burden of different
pollutants for making a better policy ensuring both human health and attainment of air quality
standards.
National Ambient Air Quality (NAAQS) limits for six criteria pollutants-carbon monoxide
(CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), lead, ground level-ozone, and particulate
matter. Among these six criteria pollutants, PM2.5 and ozone are most challenging to keep within
NAAQS limit. Multiple pollutant sharing interrelated source of origin add more challenges to
quantify the impact. Cohan et al. (2007) developed an integrated framework combining a regional
model and cost-benefit analysis model that provided an initial complete understanding of multipollutant health objectives. However, this study could not provide source specific impact or
benefits of minimizing sector specific emissions.
US EPA developed an environmental benefits mapping and analysis program (BenMAP)
to assess health-impact and associated economic value. Both modeled and monitored data can be
used in BenMAP in estimating health and economic impacts of changes in air quality. For instance,
Fann et al (2013) used regional model CMAQ predicted PM2.5 concentration and implemented this
tool to quantify number of premature deaths, chronic and acute illness due to PM2.5 and ozone
exposures between year 2005 and 2016 for various emission sectors in USA. Although this study
provided individual sectors contribution to health burden on regional scale yet lacks local scale
estimates that is very crucial for some sources such as near road emissions. Carvour et al (2018)
illustrated a local health impact assessment on ozone changes in ten county non-attainment area of
Dallas-Fort Worth region of Texas for year 2008, 2011, and 2013 using both incremental rollback
and rollback-to-a-standard ambient level scenario of BenMAP-CE. This study suggested that
BenMAP-CE can provide timely, evidence-based estimates of health impacts and economic
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consequences of potential policy changes. However, studies on the impact or benefits of change
in air quality for different demographic groups are yet sparse.
In this work, we implement BenMAP-CE to evaluate the impact of fine scale modeling
approaches in quantifying health burden from combined regional and local PM2.5. We estimate
combined PM2.5 concentrations using a new fine scale modeling framework named HYCAMR.
We use BenMAP-CE built in concentration-response functions to quantify number of premature
deaths, asthma exacerbation, hospital admission due to respiratory and cardiovascular illness, and
emergency room visits. We conduct this in three different cities- Hartford, New Haven, and
Willimantic of Connecticut and evaluate the exposure impact on different demographic groups at
census block group resolution.
6.2. Methods
We estimate the PM2.5 related premature deaths and other illness arises from difference in
model resolution (coarse and fine). We also evaluate the health burden between different cities and
demographic groups. In general BenMAP is used to estimate the benefits of implementation of
new control system. Here, we use BenMAP to study the change in health impacts due to the change
in modeling scale and how that influence different demographic groups of population. In section
6.2.1, we provide an overview of the coarse and fine scale simulation of PM2.5. We use BenMAPCE to quantify health impact and provide a detail description of this tool in section 6.2.2. We
consider the constant toxicity level of PM2.5 to all the health impact to assess the true influence of
concentrations change in health burden. Figure 6.1 present a schematic of overview of the
BenMAP-CE analysis.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of BenMAP-CE analysis flow diagram.

6.2.1. Air Quality Modeling
To evaluate the impact of model resolution on health burden, we characterize PM2.5
concentrations using two different modeling approaches-coarse and fine. For coarse scale model,
we use Comprehensive Air Quality Modeling with Extensions (CAMx-v6.0) and estimate PM2.5
concentrations in Northeastern US at 12kmx12km resolution. It is one of the second model that
been used by US EPA for regulatory purposes. CAMx uses first principles and simulates
emissions, wet and dry deposition, gas-phase and aqueous-phase chemistry, primary and
secondary particulate matter formation. We use the 2011 National Emissions Inventory (NEI)
developed by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) processed using the Sparse Matrix
Operator Kernel Emissions (SMOKE) (CMAS, 2013) model. These emissions inputs were
included as part of the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s Ozone Regulatory
Reanalysis, including model evaluation (US EPA, 2014a). For gas phase chemistry, we use CAMx
mechanism 7. This mechanism is based on the Carbon Bond version 6 (CB-6) (Yarwood et al.,
2010) mechanism and includes aerosol chemistry. CAMx mechanism 7 has a total of 218 reactions
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for 77 gaseous species and includes 16 aerosol species. We create boundary conditions for the
New England domain using a CAMx run for the continental US using the same inputs. We use
meteorological inputs predicted by the Weather Research and Forecasting model WRF (version
3.4) (Skamarock et al., 2008).
For fine scale modeling estimates, we use a newly developed hybrid modeling framework
named HYCAMR. HYCAMR is capable of estimating combined PM2.5 concentrations from
onroad and regional emission sources at fine scale resolution. We developed HYCAMR combining
a regional scale model CAMx and a local scale dispersion model R-LINE to estimate combined
concentrations at fine scale (40mx40m). A detailed of this modeling framework is available in
chapter 6. We first employ HYCAMR in three cities of Connecticut- Newhaven, Hartford, and
Willimantic and estimate PM2.5 concentrations at 40mx40m resolution. We then up-scaled this
concentrations at census block group resolution for year 2011. The regional model specifications
in HYCAMR is same as CAMx base case. In this study, we use seasonal average concentrations
for health impact analysis.
6.2.2. Health Impact Analysis (HIA)
We use BenMAP-CE version 1.3 to estimate resulting health impact associated with
exposures to the change in PM2.5 concentrations attributes from change in model resolution.
BenMAP is a common tool used by many regulatory agencies in quantifying and monetizing
potential health associated with air quality change. It use built in or imported concentrationresponse function (CRF) to quantify the health impact. This tool has widely been used previously
in conducting human health risk assessment (Abel et al., 2018; Kheirbek et al., 2016; Ravi et al.,
2018). The general concentration response function that BenMAP use to estimate health impact
(HI) is as follows:
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∆𝑌 = 𝑌0 (1 − 𝑒 −𝛽∆𝑃𝑀 ). 𝑃𝑜𝑝

(6.1)

Here, ΔY is the health impact, Y0 is the baseline incident rate for a particular end point, β is
the effect estimate coefficient drawn from epidemiology study for specific end point of interest,
ΔPM is the concentration difference between base case and control scenario, and P is the
population. In HI estimation with BenMAP, we introduce data for both the baseline (HYCAMR
predicted fine scale PM2.5 estimates) and control scenarios (CAMx predicted PM2.5 concentrations
at coarse resolution) for each of the census block group within each city territories. Concentration
response functions (CRFs) in BenMAP are based on published studies incorporating different
assumptions on potential threshold and observed slopes between concentrations and responses
(Stackelberg et al., 2013). For each selected CRF, the BenMAP uses the mean estimate of its
regression coefficient (β) and standard error to calculate a distribution of point estimates in each
census block group. Beside concentration response function, BenMAP also contains population
projection, census data, base line mortality and morbidity rates, base line incident and prevalence
data for the contiguous US. We use census block group population of year 2010 (US Census
Bureau, 2010) for five different demographic groups-Hispanic White, Hispanic Black, NonHispanic White, Non-Hispanic Black, and Non-Hispanic Asian. For base line mortality incident
rate, we use BenMAP built in US mortality incident of year 2015 on 36km grid resolution.
Similarly, for other incident and prevalence, we use year 2014 and 2008 data, respectively
available with BenMAP.
6.2.2.1. Mortality
We include four studies for mortality impact analysis (Krewski et al., 2009; Laden et al.,
2006; Pope et al., 2002, Industrial Economic, 2006). All these studies are based on two major
commonly used cohort studies- Harvard Six Cities Study reporting central estimates of an
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approximate increase of all-cause mortality risk rate by 1.2% (Laden) for each ug/m3 PM2.5
increase and the American Cancer Society studies reporting estimates of around 0.4% per ug/m3
increase in concentrations (Pope). The EPA Science Advisory Board external Advisory Committee
on Clean Air Act Compliance Analysis recommended developing a distribution with Pope and
Laden studies at 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively, to ensure a mean distribution of close to
mean central estimates of both Pope and Laden (Stackelberg et al., 2013). This is consistent with
expert elicitation as recommended by EPA’s Science Advisory Board (US EPA, 2010). For base
mortality rate, we use incident rate for year 2015 at 36km grid resolution for age group 0 to 99 and
estimate annual deaths for five different demographic groups.
6.2.2.2. Other Health Impact
Besides mortality rate- the most studied health impact, we also estimate other impactsasthma exacerbation, hospital admission due to cardiovascular and respiratory problem, and
emergency room visits. For, asthma exacerbation, we include two studies- Ostro et al., 2001 and
Mar et al., 2004. Both these studies suggested a positive correlation between PM2.5 concentrations
and asthma in children of 6 to 18 years. Here, we use this two studies to quantify pooled incidents
(cough, wheezing, and shortness of breath) of this age group in three cities and five demographic
groups. We consider Mar et al. (2010) to estimate total number of emergency room visits of
population between 0 to 99 age due to air quality change. For hospital admission due to
cardiovascular problem, we consider four CRFs- (Bell et al., 2008; Moolgavkar, 2000; Peng et al.,
2009; Zanobetti et al., 2009) for age group 18 to 99. Similarly, for hospital admission due to
respiratory problem we consider Zanobetti et al. (2009) CRF available in BenMAP as EPA’s
standard health function for age group 65 to 99. In terms of comparing estimated health impacts
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with multiple CRFs between different demographic groups, we consider the average impact from
all CRFs.
6.3. Results and Discussions
6.3.1. HYCAMR Estimated Concentrations and Exposure
Figure 6.2 and D.1 present the HYCAMR estimated annual average PM2.5 concentrations
in New Haven, Hartford, and Willimantic at census block group resolution. The HYCAMR show
a maximum value of 15.3 μg/m3, 12.7 μg/m3, and 21.7 μg/m3 for New Haven, Hartford, and
Willimantic, respectively over different census block groups. HYCAMR captures sharp
concentration gradient from local source onroad emissions, thus provide improved estimates of
concentration variations between census block groups. We find distinct variations in PM2.5
concentrations between census block groups that mostly results from difference in traffic volume
on the roads.
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Figure 6.2: Annual average PM2.5 concentrations (µg/m3) in New Haven, CT for year 2011 at
census block group resolution.
Population density of different demographic groups varies between census block groups.
We compare population-weighted concentrations at census block group resolution to quantify the
exposures of different demographic groups. We use the 2010 census data for population (US
Census Bureau, 2010) and quantify population-weighted concentration using equation 2.

𝐶𝑝𝑜𝑝,𝑗 =

∑𝑁
𝑖 𝐶𝑖 ×𝑃𝑖,𝑗

(6.2)

∑𝑁
𝑖 𝑃𝑖,𝑗

Here, Cpop,j is the population-weighted concentrations for demographic group j, Ci and Pi,j
is the concentrations and specific demographic group population in census block group i,
respectively; and N is the total number of census block groups. Figure 6.3 depicts the populationweighted concentrations of different demographic groups in all location. We find that the
population-weighted concentrations profile of different demographic groups in New Haven and
Hartford are similar. For instance, in both of the locations, differences in exposures between
demographic groups are not significant. However, we see a substantial difference in exposures
between demographic groups in Willimantic. For instance, the Hispanic black population of
Willimantic has almost two times greater exposure than other demographic groups. There are
possibly two reasons that might cause these deviations. First, Hartford and New Haven have more
census block groups than Willimantic making the non-uniformity between the demographic groups
are more obvious in Willimantic. Second, the concentrations difference between the census block
groups in Willimantic is more prominent than Hartford or New Haven. Similarly, we quantify the
population-weighted concentrations between different income groups (Figure D.4). We find no
significant differences in exposures between different income groups in all locations.
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Figure 3: Demographic group based population-weighted PM2.5 concentrations in New Haven,
Hartford, and Willimantic for year 2011. Here, we consider five different demographic groupsHispanic white (Hisp_White), Hispanic black (Hisp_Black), Nonhispanic white
(NonHisp_White), Nonhispanic black (NonHisp_Black), and Asian (Nonhispanic_Asian).
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6.3.2. BenMAP Estimated Health Impact
We present the BenMAP estimated absolute number of annual deaths (mortality) and
asthma exacerbation in three cities- New Haven, Hartford, and Willimantic in Table 6.1.
According to the risk estimated by Pope, we find a total number of absolute deaths increased in
New Haven, Hartford, and Willimantic by 16, 13, and 2 respectively, for the population age group
30 to 99 resulted from the change in air quality attributed from differences in modeling resolution.
These figures correspond to a crude rate of 2 deaths per 10,000 population. Similarly, we find an
increase in deaths by 40, 31, and 6 in New Haven, Hartford, and Willimantic, respectively, from
Laden estimated risk for a population aged 25 to 99. Our estimated asthma exacerbation incidents
increase by 1285, 1033, and 188 in New Haven, Hartford, and Willimantic, respectively using
Ostro CRF for the population aged between 6 to 18 years. Mars estimated numbers of asthma
exacerbation risk is 6905, 5593, 979 in New Haven, Hartford, and Willimantic, respectively.

Table 6.1: Summary of long-term health impact assessment findings in three citities in terms of
absotlute number

Health
indicator

All-cause
mortality

CRF

New Haven
Population
Number
at risk
of total
(age
impact
group)

Hartford
Population
Number
at risk
of total
(age
impact
group)

Willimantic
Population
Number
at risk
of total
(age
impact
group)

Pope et
al.,
2002

91,645
(30-99)

16

87,332
(30-99)

13

12,677
(30-99)

2

Laden et
al.,
2006

98,192
(25-99)

40

93,570
(25-99)

31

13,583
(25-99)

6
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Asthma
Exacerbation

Ostro et
al.,
2001

17,020
(6-18)

1285

16,219
(6-18)

1033

2354
(6-18)

188

Mar et
al.,
2004

17,020
(6-18)

6905

16,219
(6-18)

5593

2355
(6-18)

979

Figures 6.4 and D.2-D.3 depict the distribution of the crude rate of the number of deaths
per 10,000 population attributed from difference in model resolution using both Pope’s and
Laden’s CRFs. The higher population densities census block groups show higher impact in both
CRFs in New Haven. We find distinct differences in health impact- asthma exacerbation between
different census block groups using both Ostro and Mar CRFs (Figure 6.5). We also find that
estimated asthma exacerbation greatly varies between the CRFs. Although the difference in
mortality rate is not as significant as asthma exacerbation, yet we see a substantial change in the
total number of deaths (both Pope et al., 2002 and Laden et al., 2006) that was obtained by adding
up all the census block groups. According to our estimates, mortality and asthma exacerbation are
the two major risks attribute from changes in two scenarios. Although, the population-weighted
concentration is comparatively higher in Willimantic than other two cities, yet, the estimated
absolute health impacts are lower in Willimantic. This results from lower population density and
fewer census block groups present in Willimantic. However, the crude rate of deaths per 10,000
population in Willimantic is higher (Figure D.3) which illustrate that the impact of fine resolution
model is more prominent in Willimantic.
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Figure 6.4: Long-term health impact assessment (HIA) of changes in PM2.5 levels (µg/m3) on allcause mortality in New Haven.

Figure 6.5: Change in absolute number of asthma exacerbation in New Haven attributes from the
change in two studied scenarios across the total population.

All the studied locations have different demographic profile, thus conducting HIA on total
population do not provide estimates on risk to different population groups. In figure 6.6, we present
distribution of different health impact on five demographic groups that associated with PM2.5
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exposures in three cities. According to our estimates, we find substantial differences in potential
risk of different health impacts between cities and demographic groups. For instance, in New
Haven, Non-Hispanic White group population contributed 42% to the total deaths, where in
Hartford, the same demographic group contribute to only 24% to the total deaths. Similarly, we
find the inconsistencies in demographic group contributions to other health impacts leading in
differences in potential risks between cities. This discrepancies in estimated risk between cities
mostly results from differences in demographic profile and PM2.5 concentrations. We also find that
in all cities, Asians are at less risk that results from lower population density of this group. Between
three cities, New Haven show a linear relation of population density vs health impact. However,
for Hartford and Willimantic, we find nonlinearity of population density to health impact
especially for hospital admission due to respiratory illness and emergency room visit.

Figure 6.6: BenMAP estimated health impact contribution from individual demographic group in
New Haven, Hartford, and Willimantic. Here, HA_Cardio and HA_Respiratory denote hospital
admission due to cardiovascular and respiratory problem, respectively.
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6.4. Conclusions
Estimation of pollutant concentrations differ with modeling resolution and for effective local
scale risk assessment, fine scale modeling has no alternate. BenMAP-CE is a potentially useful
tool for analyzing impact of air quality change in population. Our study constitute the first attempt
to perform HIA for change in air quality attributed from coarse and fine scale (census block groups)
resolution. We evaluated impact of model resolution on some health impact between different
demographic groups. Our result showed that, model’s resolution significantly influence health
risk assessment at local scale for different group of population. The magnitude of our results
showed that coarse resolution model predicted concentrations may ignore few hundreds of deaths
and other impact per year in risk assessment studies. Although, BenMAP is widely used for
conducting health impact assessment, the result should be interpreted with caution and their
uncertainties and limitations should be clearly stated. One of the limitation of this study was,
baseline incidents were used at county scale available with BenMAP-CE US setup. This may have
an impact on the final estimates of health impact. However, the major goal of this study was to
compare the impact of air quality change from coarse to fine scale modeling in different groups of
population and BenMAP-CE estimated health impacts served that purpose. In future these findings
would give a perspective to policy maker to consider fine scale model predicted concentrations in
estimating HI and thus provide improved policy to mitigate local scale air pollution.
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CHAPTER 7
Concluding Remarks

7.1. Introduction
With the development of technology and rapid economic growth across the globe, air
pollution continues to threaten human life and their welfare. Every year people spend a large sum
of money in hospitalizations due to air pollution related illness. So, it is very important to
effectively measure pollutant concentrations that are present in the atmosphere in order to make
better environmental policy and guidelines to minimize its impact. Estimation of pollutant
concentrations is very challenging due to the limitations of air pollution modeling. Among various
challenges scale at which pollutant concentrations can vary between sources and chemical
transformations are the two major challenges. The general purpose of this thesis was to overcome
these challenges and quantify concentrations thus human impact of both primary and secondary
pollutants from different sources.
Quantification of human impact requires deep understanding of the relationship between
exposure and emission. Intake fraction is a metric that is used to define that relationship.
Considering the common elements in chemical species family, enabled to quantify the impact of
secondary pollutants. Using a regional model, we demonstrated that the pollutants impact will vary
with height and location of emission sources. In addition to this, we also found that variation of
meteorology in different seasons influence secondary pollutants chemistry and transport. This
method of estimating intake fraction can be used to quantify any types of pollutants impact from
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sector specific sources such as power plant, chemical plant, near road emissions etc. This method
can also be used to compare impact between urban and rural sources.
We then extended the importance of air pollution estimates on local scale. One of the major
challenges in local scale model is availability of meteorology data from weather station. We
provided prognostic meteorological model predicted data as an alternate to weather station data.
We evaluated the comparison of local scale model’s performance for both weather station and
prognostic meteorology model input. We conducted this study for a specific local scale dispersion
model R-LINE. However, this approach can be implemented to generate surface characteristics
variable for any other local scale model. Although, local scale models are capable of predicting
pollutant concentrations at fine scale, they are limited in incorporation of chemical and physical
processes in concentration estimates.
To overcome these limitations and capture the pollutant sharp concentration gradient from
local sources (onroad emissions), we developed a fine scale modeling scheme HYCAMR. Our
developed HYCAMR utilizes chemistry and physical processes from regional model and uses the
fine scale modeling scheme of local scale model to estimate pollutant concentrations from onroad
emission sources. This study demonstrated that pollutant concentrations at near road environment
substantially vary with seasons and time of day. We also demonstrated that HYCAMR can capture
the differences in different pollutant’s dispersion behavior. This approach is also capable of
computing the degree of human exposures to pollutants such as primary and secondary species at
a much higher resolution while imposing less computational and data burden. Although, we
implemented HYCAMR in three major cities of Connecticut, it can be implemented in any cities
or even neighborhoods to quantify combined regional and local pollutant concentrations.
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The HYCAMR not only provided concentrations at fine scale but also provided a means
to estimate impact of pollutant on human health. We implemented BenMAP-CE tool and estimated
the health risk associated with PM2.5 exposures attributed from change in the modeling resolution.
We found that difference in modeling resolution significantly impact the health risk estimates. In
major cities, where population lives within very close proximities of high traffic volume roads,
coarse resolution based health risk estimates would not predict the true impact. Implementation of
fine scale model such as HYCAMR based estimates could provide more resolved health risk
estimates. Over all, HYCAMR will allow policy makers, urban planners and regulatory decision
makers to assess air quality and human exposure to near roadway pollution and implement
regulations to improve overall societal health.
Over all, this thesis was focused on two major goals-estimation of relative human
exposures of both secondary and primary pollutant emissions, and fine scale modeling for near
road air pollution. The novelty of our relative human exposure to pollutant emissions is that it
provide a means to quantify secondary pollutant’s impact on human exposure based on different
height sources. Although the metric we used to quantify this exposure to emission relation called
intake fraction has been used by other studies in literature, to our best knowledge, no one else has
implemented secondary pollutant’s full chemistry in intake fraction estimation on regional scale.
Estimation of secondary pollutant’s impact on a regional scale is critical as they travel longer
distances and may contribute to exposure over a larger spatial scale. The method we developed
can estimate the impact of pollutant from both different sources and locations. The limitation of
our study was we considered only a month to represent a season and also did not consider human
activity. There remains scope of incorporation of human activity in relative human exposure
estimation that could provide more resolved estimates in terms of both population distribution and
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activity. Source and location specific relative human exposure to emission estimates on regional
scale would guide us towards more improve emission abatement policies.
Estimation of pollutant concentrations at fine scale resolution modeling is useful to
quantify the impact from some sources from where concentration rapidly reaches to background
level. Our developed HYCAMR is capable of estimating a wide variety of chemical species
concentrations incorporating some chemistry and physical processes. One of the uniqueness of this
model comparing with other hybrid model is the temporal resolution in concentrations estimation.
It also minimizes computational expenses associated with running model multiple times for
multiple species like other models. One of the limitation of this model is it does not consider
change in emission factors between vehicle types. However, this model in general has several
scope of applications. For instance, with this we can estimate health risk at fine scale resolution
and we found that fine scale modeling does not increase the negative health impacts in all location.
This type of analysis would help policy maker to make more efficient policy to combat source
specific pollution.
7.2. Expected novel contributions
From all the different topics covered here, several key contributions could be noted
•

The method developed in chapter 3, provided estimation of exposure to emission
relationship of secondary pollutants and thus their impact on human health.

•

Evaluation of intake fraction on different seasons and from different emission height
provided better understanding of pollutant’s impact. It showed us that increasing height
will not always decrease impact. This could be very useful for regulator in determining
emission cap for different height sources to mitigate air pollution.
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•

Implementation of MMIF to estimate surface characteristic variables for dispersion model
R-LINE provided data in remote locations where weather station data are unavailable. It
also minimized the cost associated with maintaining equipment of weather stations. This
approach also provided flexibility in estimating surface characteristic variables at different
reference height.

•

The fine scale modeling framework, HYCAMR developed in chapter 5 provided
spatiotemporal estimates of wide variety of chemical species considering some chemistry
and without increasing the computational data burden.

•

HYCAMR utilized the chemistry and also physical processes from regional scale model in
concentrations estimates. It also provided 288 temporal proxies. This model can be applied
to evaluate the impact pollutant concentrations at different time of day and compare day vs
night impact. Activity in the road varies between days and seasons. This model can be
applied to capture that and predict when air pollution from roadway emission gets worst.

•

Estimation of health risk with fine scale modeling enabled incorporation of more spatial
variability in exposure and associated health risk. This spatial variability resulted in
substantial change in health risk estimates between different demographic groups and also
census block groups. With this type of analysis we can get more precise health impact
estimates and thus better policy.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Details on intake fraction

A.1. Sample Calculation of Secondary Pollutant Intake Fraction
Intake fraction calculation for primary PM is simple and we directly used equation 2, but for
secondary PM we used a modified form, equation 3. Here, we showed the expansion of equation
3 for secondary PM sulfate. In order to calculate the iF for sulfates we considered sulfur atoms
from both particulate sulfate and SO2 gas. The units of particulate sulfate and gaseous SO2 from
the model are in 𝜇g/m3 and ppm respectively. Considering this we calculated the concentration of
both PM and gases individually as follows:
CS = C x M x f

(A1)

Here, C is concentration from model output, CS is the concentrations of only the main atomic
species S in PM and associated gaseous species, f is the conversion factor for unit, and M is defined
as below
MSulf-PM =

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑆 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠

MSO2= mass of S present in gas
We applied similar approach to calculate the emission of particular atomic species S present in
both gaseous and particulate matter species. Based on the above techniques, equation 3 is applied
as follows to calculate intake fraction for SO2/SO42- group from source group x in each grid cells:
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iFi,sulfate
=

𝐵𝑟 𝘹 𝑡 𝘹 𝑃𝑖 𝘹 𝐶𝑖,𝑥,𝑆𝑂2 х 𝑀𝑆𝑂2 𝘹 𝑁𝑥,𝑆𝑂2 𝘹 𝑓𝑆𝑂2 + 𝐵𝑟 𝘹 𝑡 𝘹 𝑃𝑖 𝘹 𝐶𝑖,,𝑥,𝑆𝑢𝑙𝑓−𝑃𝑀 𝘹 𝑀𝑆𝑢𝑙𝑓−𝑃𝑀 𝘹 𝑁𝑖,𝑥,𝑆𝑢𝑙𝑓−𝑃𝑀 𝘹 𝑓𝑆𝑢𝑙𝑓−𝑃𝑀
𝐸𝑖,𝑥,𝑆𝑂2 𝘹 𝑀𝑆𝑂2 𝘹 𝑁𝑖,𝑥,𝑆𝑂2 + 𝐸𝑖,𝑥,𝑆𝑢𝑙𝑓−𝑃𝑀 𝘹 𝑀𝑆𝑢𝑙𝑓−𝑃𝑀 𝘹 𝑁𝑖,𝑥,𝑆𝑢𝑙𝑓−𝑃𝑀

Finally, we summed up the intake fraction for SO2/SO42- group in each grid cells to calculate the
total intake fraction of this group. One of the major advantages of this method to calculate iF is it
actually provides a consistent way to calculate the emissions for secondary species. As secondary
species are not directly emitted from a source but rather created in the atmosphere through
chemical reactions, it is not possible to directly calculate the emissions of these species and then
use equation 2 directly to estimate iF. Our suggested method provides a systematic approach to
overcome this difficulty.
For the case of estimating iF for various species we considered an average concentration of each
pollutant group at each grid cell and calculated individual iF for each grid cell. Then we summed
up the iF for each grid cell to get the cumulative iF for a large region.

A.2. Definition of Statistical Parameters for Model Evaluation
Followings are the definition of statistical parameters we considered for model performance
evaluation:
1

Mean Error, ME = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 |𝑃𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖 |

(A2)

1

Mean Bias, MB = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑃𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖 )
2

Mean Fractional Error, MFE = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1

(A3)
|𝑃𝑖 −𝑂𝑖 |

(A4)

𝑃𝑖 +𝑂𝑖
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2

Mean Fractional Bias, MFB = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1

(𝑃𝑖 −𝑂𝑖 )

(A5)

𝑃𝑖 +𝑂𝑖

Here, Pi is the CAMx predicted monthly average PM2.5 concentration (µg/m3), Oi is the observed
monthly average PM2.5 concentration (µg/m3), and N is the total number of observations used for
model performance evaluation.
A.3. Supplemental Tables for Intake Fraction

Table A.1: List of the particulate matter groupings considered in this study. Left column indicates
the group name and right column indicates species included in that particular group. The species
name in CAMx-PSAT (Environ, 2013) is given in parenthesis.
Group Name

Species (CAMx-PSAT name in parenthesis)

Sulfate

SO2 (SO2); Particulate sulfate (PS4)

Nitrate

Reactive nitrogen including primary NOx, NO3, HONO, N2O5 (RGN);
gaseous peroxyl acetyl nitrate and peroxy nitric acid (TPN); gaseous nitric
acid (HNO3); organic nitrates (NTR); and particulate nitrates (PN3)

Ammonium

Gaseous ammonia (NH3) and particulate ammonium (PN4)

Elemental Carbon(PEC)

Primary elemental carbon (PEC)

Primary Organic Aerosols (POA)

Primary organic aerosols (POA)

Remaining Fine PM (FinePM)

Remaining fine particulate (PFN)

Aromatic (ARO)

Toluene and xylene (ARO); low volatile (7.82 μg/m3)a condensable gases
from aromatics (CG1); high volatile (227 μg/m3)a condensable gases from
aromatics (CG2); particulate organic from low and high volatile aromatic
(PO1 and PO2)

Isoprene (ISP)

Isoprene precursor gases (ISP); low volatile (0.726 μg/m3)a condensable
gases from isoprene (CG3); high volatile (136 μg/m3)a condensable gases
from isoprene (CG4); particulate organic aerosols associated with low and
high volatile isoprene (PO3 and PO4)

Terpene (TRP)

Terpene precursor gases (TRP); low volatile (3.92 μg/m3)a condensable
gases from terpene (CG5); high volatile (55.8 μg/m3)a condensable gases
from terpene (CG6); particulate organic aerosols associated with low and
high volatile terpene (PO5 and PO6)
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Table A.2: Statistical parameters calculated for model performance evaluation for PM sulfate,
nitrate, and ammonium (PM2.5) in January, April, July, and October 2011 using Air Quality Data
by U.S EPA (AQS Data, 2011) and CAMx predicted data.

Elements
Sulfate PM

Nitrate PM

Ammonium
PM

Months

ME (µg/m3)

MB (µg/m3)

MFE

MFB

January

0.62

0.52

0.44

0.34

April

0.58

0.36

0.50

-0.35

July

0.71

-0.38

0.47

-0.34

October

0.38

-0.08

0.39

-0.16

January

0.82

-0.48

0.58

-0.29

April

0.32

-0.24

0.73

-0.61

July

0.23

-0.22

0.89

-0.88

October

0.29

-0.17

0.61

-0.45

January

0.51

-0.01

0.41

0.02

April

0.24

-0.11

0.38

-0.17

July

0.26

-0.05

0.39

-0.04

October

0.27

0.06

0.41

0.14

A.4. Supplemental Figures for Intake Fraction
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Figure A.1: Comparison of CAMx predicted PM2.5 concentrations (µg/m3) and observed
concentrations (µg/m3) from Air Quality Data by U.S EPA (AQS Data, 2011) during a) January,
b) April, c) July, and d) October 2011. Each point of these plots are representing the monthly
average concentration in various locations.
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Figure A.2: Comparison of CAMx predicted sulfate PM concentrations (µg/m3) and observed
concentrations (µg/m3) from Air Quality Data by U.S EPA (AQS Data, 2011) during a) January,
b) April, c) July, and d) October 2011. Each point of these plots are representing the monthly
average concentration in various locations.
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Figure A.3: Comparison of CAMx predicted nitrate PM concentrations (µg/m3) and observed
concentrations (µg/m3) from Air Quality Data by U.S EPA (AQS Data, 2011) during a) January,
b) April, c) July, and d) October 2011. Each point of these plots are representing the monthly
average concentration in various locations.
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Figure A.4: Comparison of CAMx predicted ammonium PM concentrations (µg/m3) and observed
concentrations (µg/m3) from Air Quality Data by U.S EPA (AQS Data, 2011) during a) January,
b) April, c) July, and d) October 2011. Each point of these plots are representing the monthly
average concentration in various locations.
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Figure A.5: Cumulative percentage of isoprene (ISP) emissions from point sources in HG2 and
HG3 in winter. Intake fraction of isoprene-derived SOA was high from HG3 and low from HG2
in winter. This plot displays that the number of point sources contributing to the total isoprene
emission from HG3 is higher than HG2. For instance, the number of point sources contributing to
the 90% of total isoprene emission from HG3 is 800 compared to only about 200 from HG2.
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Figure A.6: Locations of HG2 point sources substantially contributing to the total isoprene
emissions in winter. Labels are comparative ranges of emission rate normalized with total isoprene
emission from HG2. The larger the size of the circle, the higher is the emission from that source.
Very few sources contributing the majority of the total isoprene emissions are located in densely
populated areas causing a low intake fraction from this group compared to HG3. Created using
ArcGIS 10.2.2.
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Figure A.7: Locations of HG3 point sources substantially contributing to the total isoprene
emission in winter. Labels are comparative ranges of emission rate normalized with total Isoprene
emission from the sources of HG3. The larger the size of the circle, the higher is the emission from
that source. A higher number of sources subs contributing to the total isoprene emission in this
group are located in moderately populated areas compared to HG2, resulting in higher intake
fractions from this group than HG2. Created using ArcGIS 10.2.2.

Figure A.8: Percentage of iF contributed by the inhalation of gaseous and condensed phase species
for the secondary organic species groups in winter (January), spring (April), summer (July), and
fall (October) from the five emission height groups. The species shown in each plot (from left to
right) are aromatics (both condensable gases and SOA), isoprene derived species (both
condensable gases and SOA), and terpene derived species (both condensable gases and SOA).
Shaded and unshaded areas denote the percentage of iF from condensed phase species and their
major precursors, respectively. The five height groups that are shown include (from left to right in
each grouping): HG1 (h ≤ 5m), HG2 (5 < h ≤ 10m), HG3 (10 < h ≤ 15m), HG4 (15 < h ≤ 20m),
and HG5 (h > 20m). HG1 also includes ground level emission sources.
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Appendix B: Model set-up for MMIF

B.1 Supplemental Tables
Table B.1: Modeling setup for the WRF simulation
Category

Scheme

Micro-Physics

Morrison 2-mom [109]

Longwave radiation

RRTMG [110]

Shortwave radiation

RRTMG [110]

Surface Layer

Pleim-Xiu LSM [111]

Planetary boundary layer

ACM2 [112]

Cumulus parameterization

Kain-Fritsch [113]

Horizontal spacing

∆x=∆y=12km (471X311)

Table B.2: Location coordinates of weather station (observation) and nearby grids from model
Location

Observation

Model

Latitude

Longitude Latitude

Longitude

Windsor Locks

41.939

-72.683

41.995

-72.721

Danbury

41.371

-73.483

41.375

-73.546

Windham

41.742

-72.182

41.775

-72.199
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New Haven

41.265

-72.886

41.234

-72.849

Table B.3: Quantitative measurements of R-LINE’s estimate comparison at 20m from source for
AERMET and MMIF processed meteorological data for Windsor Locks (BDL), Danbury (DBR),
and Windham (WHM) in four different months of 2011. Here, for unstable and stable dominant
atmospheric time periods we consider data from 9am to 5pm and 6pm to 8am (next day),
respectively.
MFB

MFD

NMSD

R

FAC2

Stable

0.50

0.70

1.18

0.49

1.93

Unstable

-0.03

0.40

1.13

0.47

1.06

Stable

-0.57

0.67

0.89

0.48

0.57

Unstable

-0.43

0.51

1.39

0.40

0.60

Stable

-0.69

0.77

1.30

0.44

0.48

Unstable

-0.50

0.58

1.17

0.48

0.64

Stable

0.06

0.76

1.60

0.14

1.25

Unstable

-0.10

0.39

0.48

-0.01

0.97

Stable

-0.30

0.53

0.82

0.52

0.72

Unstable

-0.16

0.29

0.26

0.60

0.94

Stable

-0.48

0.63

1.01

0.51

0.61

Unstable

-0.38

0.43

0.28

0.58

0.73

Stable

0.48

0.65

0.88

0.48

1.73

Unstable

0.08

0.25

0.52

0.41

1.20

Stable

-0.01

0.63

0.89

0.18

0.96

Unstable

-0.04

0.30

0.36

0.32

1.06

Stable

-0.37

0.69

0.89

0.35

0.66

BDL

January

DBR

WHM

BDL

April

DBR

WHM

BDL

July
DBR

WHM
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Unstable

-0.17

0.40

1.24

0.17

1.05

Stable

0.21

0.56

0.74

0.52

1.35

Unstable

0.23

0.38

2.05

0.44

1.72

Stable

-0.36

0.56

0.75

0.48

0.69

Unstable

-0.08

0.27

1.04

0.65

1.14

Stable

-0.69

0.79

1.39

0.38

0.47

Unstable

-0.26

0.38

0.23

0.84

0.89

BDL

October

DBR

WHM
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Table B.4: Quantitative measurements of R-LINE’s estimate comparisons at 200m from source
for AERMET and MMIF processed meteorological data for Windsor Locks (BDL), Danbury
(DBR), and Windham (WHM) in four different months of 2011. Here, for unstable and stable
dominant atmospheric time periods we considered data from 9am to 5pm and 6pm to 8am (next
day), respectively.

MFB

MFD

NMSD

R

FAC2

Stable

0.10

0.74

1.53

0.47

1.63

Unstable

-0.39

0.63

4.05

0.25

0.94

Stable

-0.99

1.06

1.59

0.47

0.39

Unstable

-0.65

0.73

8.50

0.11

0.40

Stable

-1.14

1.19

3.13

0.36

0.26

Unstable

-0.68

0.75

2.08

0.49

0.43

Stable

0.05

0.68

2.05

0.36
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B.1 Supplemental Figures on Model- and Observation-Based Meteorology Comparison
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Figure B.1: Scatter plots for wind speed (m/s) in Windsor Locks in January, April, July, and
October 2011.
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Figure B.2: Scatter plots for wind speed (m/s) in Danbury in January, April, July, and October
2011.
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Figure B.3: Scatter plots for wind speed (m/s) in Windham in January, April, July, and October
2011.
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Figure B.4: Diurnal variation of convective velocity scale at Windsor Locks (BDL), Danbury
(DBR), and Windham (WHM) in January. Legend Station and WRF denotes estimated convective
velocity scale using observation-derived and model-derived meteorology, respectively.
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Figure B.5: Diurnal variation of convective velocity scale at Windsor Locks (BDL), Danbury
(DBR), and Windham (WHM) in April. Legend Station and WRF denotes estimated convective
velocity scale using observation-derived and model-derived meteorology, respectively.
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Figure B.6: Diurnal variation of convective velocity scale at Windsor Locks (BDL), Danbury
(DBR), and Windham (WHM) in July. Legend Station and WRF denotes estimated convective
velocity scale using observation-derived and model-derived meteorology, respectively.
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Figure B.7: Diurnal variation of convective velocity scale at Windsor Locks (BDL), Danbury
(DBR), and Windham (WHM) in October. Legend Station and WRF denotes estimated convective
velocity scale using observation-derived and model-derived meteorology, respectively.
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Figure B.8: Diurnal trend of Monin-Obukhov length for Windsor Locks (BDL), Danbury (DBR),
and Windham (WHM) in January. Legend Station and WRF denotes estimated convective velocity
scale using observation-derived and model-derived meteorology, respectively.
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Figure B.9: Diurnal trend of Monin-Obukhov length for Windsor Locks (BDL), Danbury (DBR),
and Windham (WHM) in April. Legend Station and WRF denotes estimated convective velocity
scale using observation-derived and model-derived meteorology, respectively.
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Figure B.10: Diurnal trend of Monin-Obukhov length for Windsor Locks (BDL), Danbury (DBR),
and Windham (WHM) in July. Legend Station and WRF denotes estimated convective velocity
scale using observation-derived and model-derived meteorology, respectively.
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Figure B.11: Diurnal trend of Monin-Obukhov length for Windsor Locks (BDL), Danbury (DBR),
and Windham (WHM) in October. Legend Station and WRF denotes estimated convective velocity
scale using observation-derived and model-derived meteorology, respectively.
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Figure B.12: Diurnal variation of pollutant concentrations during April in Windsor Locks using
both observation-derived and model-derived meteorology. Top and bottom row plots display the
R-LINE estimates at 20m and 200m distance roadway network respectively.
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Figure B.13: Diurnal variation of pollutant concentrations during July in Windsor Locks using
both observation-derived and model-derived meteorology. Top and bottom row plots display the
R-LINE estimates at 20m and 200m distance roadway network respectively.
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Figure B.14: Diurnal variation of pollutant concentrations during October in Windsor Locks using
both observation-derived and model-derived meteorology. Top and bottom row plots display the
R-LINE estimates at 20m and 200m distance roadway network respectively.
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Figure B.15: Diurnal variation of pollutant concentrations during January in Danbury using both
observation-derived and model-derived meteorology. Top and bottom row plots display the RLINE estimates at 20m and 200m distance roadway network respectively.
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Figure B.16: Diurnal variation of pollutant concentrations during April in Danbury using both
observation-derived and model-derived meteorology. Top and bottom row plots display the RLINE estimates at 20m and 200m distance roadway network respectively.
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Figure B.17: Diurnal variation of pollutant concentrations during July in Danbury using both
observation-derived and model-derived meteorology. Top and bottom row plots display the RLINE estimates at 20m and 200m distance roadway network respectively.
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Figure B.18: Diurnal variation of pollutant concentrations during October in Danbury using both
observation-derived and model-derived meteorology. Top and bottom row plots display the RLINE estimates at 20m and 200m distance roadway network respectively.
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Figure B.19: Spearman rank coefficient at 20m and 200m away from roadway network for various
meteorological parameters.
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Figure B.20: Diurnal trend of surface roughness length (z0) in New Haven in January 2011.
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Figure B.21: Scatter plots of R-LINE’s estimates. The x- and y-axis shows model’s estimates for
base case and change in wind speed, respectively. MFB, MFD, and MG denote mean fractional
bias, mean fractional difference, and geometric mean, respectively.
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Appendix C: Hybrid model sample calculation

C.1. Road Geometry

Figure C.1: Roadway geometry of New Haven, Hartford, and Willimantic in Connecticut.
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C.2. Illustrative Simplified HYCAMR Calculation
In this section we present a simplified version of the calculations within the HYCAMR model.
These calculations are completely illustrative, not based on any actual model calculations, and not
aligned with the actual resolutions described in the HYCAMR model. We make a large number of
simplifying assumptions so that we can walk through the sample calculation.
For this example, we assume the CAMx grid resolution is 1 km x 1 km (Figure C.2a) and within
this grid we employ R-LINE with receptors placed to lower the resolution to 0.5 km x 0.5 km. This
adds a total of four fine resolution cells within each CAMx cell. Please note that in the actual
HYCAMR calculations, we are actually using R-LINE to split each CAMx cell into 90,000
additional cells. In this example, we assume that employing R-LINE yields the concentrations
shown in Figure C.2b. As we estimate these concentrations using an arbitrary emissions rate, we
then calculate the percent of mass distributed in each of the smaller grid cells as shown in Figure
C.2c (Equation 1). Assuming CAMx yields an estimate of the regional contribution of 1 µg/m 3
and a concentration from onroad emissions of 2 µg/m3, we can then distribute the 2 µg/m3 based
on the distribution in Figure C.2c (Equation 2) to yield updated distributed concentrations from
onroad emissions (Figure C.2d). For the final step, we simply add the regional concentration from
CAMx onto the concentrations in Figure C.2d (Equation 3) to yield the total concentrations in
Figure C.2e.

Figure C.2: Visualization of the step-by-step illustrative simplified HYCAMR calculation.
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C.3. Statistical Metrics for Model Evaluation
𝐶𝑀𝑖 − 𝐶𝑂𝑖

2

Mean Fraction Bias = MFB = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝐶

(C.1)

𝑀𝑖 + 𝐶𝑂𝑖

𝐶𝑀𝑖 − 𝐶𝑂𝑖

2

Mean Fractional Error = MFE = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 | 𝐶

𝑀𝑖 + 𝐶𝑂𝑖

0.5 ≤

𝐶𝑀
𝐶𝑂

|

(𝐹𝐴𝐶2) ≤ 2

(C.3)

Index of Agreement = IOA =1 − ∑𝑁

𝑖=1

Correlation = Corr =

(C.2)

2
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 ( 𝐶𝑀𝑖 − 𝐶𝑂𝑖 )
( | 𝐶𝑀𝑖 −̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑂𝑖 | + | 𝐶𝑂𝑖 −̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑂𝑖 |)2

̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 (𝐶𝑀𝑖 −𝐶𝑀𝑖 ) . ( 𝐶𝑂𝑖 − 𝐶𝑂𝑖 )
̅̅̅̅̅̅ 2
̅̅̅̅̅̅ 2
√∑𝑁
𝑖=1 ( 𝐶𝑀𝑖 − 𝐶𝑀𝑖 ) .√( 𝐶𝑂𝑖 − 𝐶𝑂𝑖 )

CMi = model predicted concentrations at location i
COi = reference concentrations at location i
N = number of location point
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(C.4)
(C.5)

C.4. Hartford and Willimantic Performance Statistics
Table C.1: Performance evaluation statistics for HYCAMR and CAMx in Hartford using satellitebased and Kim LUR estimations for year 2011.

NO2

PM2.5

CAMx/Satellite
HYCAMR/Satellite
CAMx/LUR
HYCAMR/LUR
CAMx/GWR
HYCAMR/GWR
CAMx/LUR
HYCAMR/LUR

MFB
-0.42
-0.06
-0.13
0.04
-0.68
-0.02
-0.75
-0.06

MFE
0.42
0.49
0.17
0.33
0.68
0.37
0.75
0.11

RMSE
6.60
12.64
2.97
19.50
6.16
3.55
4.96
3.13

IOA
0.24
0.19
0.42
0.13
0.47
0.30
0.09
0.04

FAC2
0.65
1.11
0.89
1.28
0.52
1.06
0.46
0.97

Corr
NaN
0.41
Nan
0.23
NaN
-0.05
NaN
-0.05

Table C.2: Performance evaluation statistics for HYCAMR and CAMx in Willimantic using
satellite-based and Kim LUR estimations for year 2011.

NO2

PM2.5

CAMx/Satellite
HYCAMR/Satellite
CAMx/LUR
HYCAMR/LUR
CAMx/GWR
HYCAMR/GWR
CAMx/LUR
HYCAMR/LUR

MFB
-0.96
-1.15
-0.34
-0.42
-1.09
-0.76
-1.13
-0.73

MFE
0.96
1.16
0.34
0.68
1.10
0.84
1.13
0.73

RMSE
11.02
12.47
3.05
8.18
8.38
7.36
5.64
4.19

IOA
0.10
0.09
0.42
0.19
0.45
0.46
0.16
0.21

FAC2
0.35
0.29
0.79
0.87
0.32
0.52
0.28
0.47

Corr
-0.03
0.34
0.03
0.07
0.39
-0.04
0.06
0.31

Table C.3 show the comparison of NO2 and PM2.5 concentrations between HYCAMR and
CAMx. Among the three cities, Willimantic shows the lowest MFB and MFE for both CAMx and
HYCAMR. The reason of discrepancies in model performance between cities probably relates to
the difference in local features of urban morphology and traffic loads on roads in these cities.
Willimantic roads are less trafficked than those in Hartford and New Haven. Therefore, the fine
scale modeling approach in HYCAMR results in greater differences in model performance in
Hartford and New Haven.
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Table C.3: Performance evaluation statistics between HYCAMR and CAMx in three cities for year
2011.

NO2

PM2.5

New Haven
Hartford
Willimantic
New Haven
Hartford
Willimantic

MFB
0.27
0.09
-0.30
0.72
0.71
0.49

MFE
0.55
0.33
0.50
0.72
0.71
0.49

RMSE
18.46
15.59
20.22
5.27
5.24
3.68

IOA
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00

C.5. Hartford and Willimantic Seasonal Concentration Maps
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FAC2
1.93
1.33
1.06
2.20
2.15
1.76

Corr
0.01
NaN
0.00
0.45
NaN
0.01

Figure C.3: Average combined concentrations (regional and on-road) of NOx, EC, and PM2.5 at
40mX40m resolution in winter (December, January, February), spring (March, April, May),
summer (June, July, August), and fall (September, October, November) in Hartford, CT.
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Figure C.4: Average combined concentrations (regional and on-road) of NOx, EC, and PM2.5 at
40mX40m resolution in winter (December, January, February), spring (March, April, May),
summer (June, July, August), and fall (September, October, November) in Willimantic, CT.
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C.6. Hartford Hourly Concentration Maps

Figure C.5: Annual average hourly NOx concentration in Hartford, CT. We average concentrations
over all months of the year 2011 at different hours of each day. We observe significant diurnal
variability in NOx concentration.

Figure C.6: Annual average hourly elemental carbon (EC) concentration in Hartford, CT. We
average concentrations over all months of the year 2011 at different hours of each day. We observe
significant diurnal variability in EC concentration.
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Figure C.7: Annual average hourly PM2.5 concentration in Hartford, CT. We average
concentrations over all months of the year 2011 at different hours of each day. We observe
significant diurnal variability in PM2.5 concentration.
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Appendix D: Additional results on exposure

Figure D.1: Annual average PM2.5 concentrations (µg/m3) in Hartford and Willimantic, CT at
census block resolution for year 2011.
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Figure D.2: Long-term health impact assessment (HIA) of changes in PM2.5 levels (µg/m3) on allcause mortality in Hartford.

Figure D.3: Long-term health impact assessment (HIA) of changes in PM2.5 levels (µg/m3) on allcause mortality in Willimantic.
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Figure D.4: Income group based population-weighted PM2.5 concentrations in New Haven,
Hartford, and Willimantic for year 2011.
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Figure D.5: Distribution of population in different census block group.
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Appendix E: Sample code for iF estimation

program iF_calculator

! This program calculates the iF with Fortran from a specific source group
! It must read in four inputs:
! 1) The elevated point emissions files for the days in question
! 2) The 2D area emissions files for the days in question
! 3) The PSAT output file for the source regions in question
! 4) A file containing the population in each grid cell in the domain

integer, parameter :: DP=selected_real_kind(10,34)
integer i,j,k,dxmod,dymod,d,numdays,n
character*4 dates(14),name1(10),ifile1(10),note1(60)
character*198 filename
! Variables needed to read in the point emissions file
character*4 ptspec1(10,100)
real ptemis1(2000000,100),flowrat1(2000000,100)
integer nseg1,nptspc1,idat11,idat21,izone1,nx1,ny1,nz1,idum1
real tim11,tim21,orgx1,orgy1,utmx1,utmy1,dx1,dy1
integer npts1,map(2000000,3),counter,loc
real effph1(2000000),temp(2000000),xloc1(2000000)
real yloc1(2000000),hstk1(2000000),dstk1(2000000)
real tstk1(2000000),vstk1(2000000),xstk(2000000,1)
real ystk(2000000,1)
! Variables needed to read in the area emissions file
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character*4 arspec1(10,300)
real aremis1(396,246,300)
real ar_tot(97416,600)
integer narspc1
! Variable needed to read in population file
real population(444*336)
real pop_adj(97416)
! Variables needed to read in PSAT file
character*4 saspec1(10,600)
real conc(396,246,600)
integer nsaspc1
character*2 num(13)
! Variables needed for calculations
real emiss_tot(97416,600)
real breath_rate,lung_vol
real conc_ave(97416,600)
real dist(97416,40)
real iF_values(97416,20)
real x_center(11),y_center(11)
character*4 allspec(10,300)
integer emiss_group(300),psat_group(500),reg_edges(11,4)
real emiss_unit(300),psat_unit(500)
real inhaled,emitted,total_iF
integer psat_reg(500), psat_hgt(500)
numdays=14
dxmod=396
dymod=246
k=20
breath_rate=16
!breaths/(person*minute)
lung_vol=0.5
!0.5 L/breath
data dates /'1011','1012','1013','1014','1015','1016','1017',&
'1018','1019','1020','1021','1022','1023','1024'/
data num /'01','02','03','04','05','06','07','08','09','10','11',&
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'12','13'/
! Set totals to 0
do i=1,97416
do j=1,600
emiss_tot(i,j)=0.0
conc_ave(i,j)=0.0
enddo
enddo
! READ IN POINT EMISSIONS
write(6,*) 'Reading in Point Emissions'
do nday=1,numdays
filename='/scratch/scratch1/fatema/ptsrcHeight/JULY/'&
//'Point_emission_for_iF/'&
//'Final-CAMx-Run/Point-Sources/October/mrgpt.2011'//dates(nday)//&
'.12US2.2011ed_v6_11f.camx_Correct_HG1'
open (UNIT=k,FILE=filename,FORM='UNFORMATTED',STATUS='OLD')
rewind(k)
write(6,*) filename
! Read Header Lines
read(k) ifile1,note1,nseg1,nptspc1,idat11,tim11,idat21,tim21 !Number of species
read(k) rdum !No information needed so just ready dummy variable
read(k) idum1 !Also no information needed
read(k) ((ptspec1(n,l),n=1,10),l=1,nptspc1) !List of species
read(k) idum1,npts1 !Number of point sources
read(k) (xloc1(n),yloc1(n),hstk1(n),dstk1(n),tstk1(n),&
vstk1(n),n=1,npts1) !Stack information
! Map point sources to the grid
do n=1,npts1
xstk(n,1)=xloc1(n)/1000.+2412.
ystk(n,1)=yloc1(n)/1000.+1620.
map(n,1)=1
map(n,2)=1+INT(xstk(n,1)/12) !x-cell #
map(n,3)=1+INT(ystk(n,1)/12) !y-cell #
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!Converts to x-distance from SW corner
!Converts to y-distance from SW corner

if(map(n,2).lt.1.or.map(n,2).gt.dxmod.or.&
map(n,3).lt.1.or.map(n,3).gt.dymod) map(n,1)=0
not in the domain
enddo

!Changes value to 0 if the source is

! Loop over time-steps
100

read(k,end=200) idat11,tim11,idat21,tim21
read(k) idum,npts1
read(k) idum !No data needed from this line
do ispc=1,nptspc1
read(k) idum1,(name1(i),i=1,10),(ptemis1(n,ispc),n=1,npts1)
do n=1,npts1
iloc=map(n,2)+396.*(map(n,3)-1)
emiss_tot(iloc,ispc)=emiss_tot(iloc,ispc)+ptemis1(n,ispc)
enddo
enddo
goto 100
200 close(k)
!Close point file
enddo

! MAP POINT AND AREA SPECIES TO EACH OTHER
write(6,*) 'Mapping point and area species'
do ispc=1,nptspc1
do i=1,10
allspec(i,ispc)=ptspec1(i,ispc)
enddo
enddo
! READ IN POPULATION FILE (AND CONVERT DOMAIN)
write(6,*)'Reading in population file'
filename='/home/kristina/Cell_Pop.txt'
open (UNIT=k,FILE=filename,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD')
rewind(k)
do i=1,444*336
read(k,*) population(i)
enddo
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! Adjust to the 396x246 domain
do i=28,423
do j=40,285
iloc_old=i+444*(j-1)
iloc_new=(i-27)+396*(j-40)
pop_adj(iloc_new)=population(iloc_old)
enddo
enddo
close(k)
! READ IN PSAT CONCENTRATIIONS
write(6,*) 'Reading in PSAT concentrations'
do nday=1,numdays
filename='../src_aprt/'&
//'CAMx.PSAT.KCELL-New.2011' //dates(nday)//'.sa.grd01'

! path of PSAT file

open (UNIT=k,FILE=filename,FORM='UNFORMATTED',STATUS='OLD')
rewind(k)
write(6,*) filename
read(k) ifile1,note1,nseg1,nsaspc1,idat11,tim11,idat21,tim21 !Number of species
read(k) orgx1,orgy1,izone1,utmx1,utmy1,dx1,dy1,nx1,ny1,nz1
read(k) idum
read(k) ((saspec1(n,l),n=1,10),l=1,nsaspc1)
! Loop over time-steps
600

read(k,end=700) idat11,tim11,idat21,tim21
do ispc=1,nsaspc1
read(k) idum1,(name1(i),i=1,10),&
((conc(i,j,ispc),i=1,dxmod),j=1,dymod)
! Average concentrations
do i=1,dxmod
do j=1,dymod
iloc=i+dxmod*(j-1)
conc_ave(iloc,ispc)=conc_ave(iloc,ispc)&
+conc(i,j,ispc)/(24.*numdays)
enddo
enddo
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enddo
goto 600
700 close(k)
enddo

! MAP SPECIES TO SPECIES GROUPS AND REGIONS (FOR PSAT)
write(6,*) 'Mapping PSAT species to groups'
! PSAT
do ispc=1,nsaspc1
imatch=0
! Sulfate
if (saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'S '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'O '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'2 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=1
psat_unit(ispc)=32.06 ! Molecular weight of Sulfur content
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'S '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'4 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=1
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Nitrate
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'R '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'G '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'N ') then
psat_group(ispc)=2
psat_unit(ispc)=14.00 ! Molecular weight of Nitrogen content
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'T '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'P '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'N ') then
psat_group(ispc)=2
psat_unit(ispc)=14.00 ! Molecular weight of Nitrogen content
imatch=1
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endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'N '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'T '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'R ') then
psat_group(ispc)=2
psat_unit(ispc)=14.00 ! Molecular weight of Nitrogen content
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'H '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'N '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'3 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=2
psat_unit(ispc)=14.00 ! Molecular weight of Nitrogen content
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'N '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'3 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=2
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Ammonium
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'N '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'H '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'3 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=3
psat_unit(ispc)=14 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'N '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'4 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=3
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Aromatics
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'A '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'R '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'O ') then
psat_group(ispc)=4
psat_unit(ispc)=99.14 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
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endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'C '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'G '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'1 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=4
psat_unit(ispc)=99.14 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'C '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'G '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'2 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=4!
psat_unit(ispc)=99.14 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'O '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'1 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=4
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'O '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'2 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=4
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'P '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'A ') then
psat_group(ispc)=4
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Isoprene
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'I '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'S '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'P ') then
psat_group(ispc)=5
psat_unit(ispc)=68.12 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'C '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
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'G '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'3 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=5
psat_unit(ispc)=68.12 ! Molecular weight of isoprene
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'C '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'G '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'4 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=5
psat_unit(ispc)=68.12 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'O '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'3 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=5
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'O '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'4 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=5
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'P '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'B ') then
psat_group(ispc)=4
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Turpene
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'T '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'R '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'P ') then
psat_group(ispc)=6
psat_unit(ispc)=136.21 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'C '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'G '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'5 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=6
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psat_unit(ispc)=136.21 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'C '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'G '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'6 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=6
psat_unit(ispc)=136.21 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'O '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'5 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=6
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'O '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'6 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=6
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Sesquiterpenes
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'S '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'Q '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'T ') then
psat_group(ispc)=7
psat_unit(ispc)=204.42 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'C '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'G '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'7 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=7
psat_unit(ispc)=204.42 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'O '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'7 ') then
psat_group(ispc)=7
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
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endif
! Elemental Carbon
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'E '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'C ') then
psat_group(ispc)=8
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Primary Organics
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'O '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'A ') then
psat_group(ispc)=9
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Crustal, Fine
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'F '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'C ') then
psat_group(ispc)=10
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Particulate, Fine
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'F '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'N ') then
psat_group(ispc)=11
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Crustal, Coarse
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'C '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'C ') then
psat_group(ispc)=12
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
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imatch=1
endif
! Particulate, Coarse
if(saspec1(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.saspec1(2,ispc).eq.&
'C '.and.saspec1(3,ispc).eq.'S ') then
psat_group(ispc)=13
psat_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
if (imatch.eq.0) write(6,*) 'No match: ',(saspec1(ispc,n),n=1,10)

! Regions
if(saspec1(7,ispc).eq.'I
if(saspec1(7,ispc).eq.'B
if(saspec1(6,ispc).eq.'1
if(saspec1(6,ispc).eq.'2
if(saspec1(6,ispc).eq.'3
if(saspec1(6,ispc).eq.'4
if(saspec1(6,ispc).eq.'5

') psat_hgt(ispc)=6
') psat_hgt(ispc)=6
') psat_hgt(ispc)=1
') psat_hgt(ispc)=2
') psat_hgt(ispc)=3
') psat_hgt(ispc)=4
') psat_hgt(ispc)=5

enddo
write(6,*) 'Mapping emissions species to groups'
! Emissions
do ispc=1,nsp_tot
imatch=0
! Sulfate
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'S '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'U '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'L '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.'F ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=1
emiss_unit(ispc)=32.06 ! Molecular weight of Sulfur content
imatch=1
endif
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'S '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'O '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'2 '&
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.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.' ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=1
emiss_unit(ispc)=32.06 ! Molecular weight of Sulfur content
imatch=1
endif
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'S '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'O '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.'4 ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=1
emiss_unit(ispc)=1.0*32.0/96.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3 (Converted to ug
Sulfur/m^3)
imatch=1
endif
! Nitrate
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'N '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'O '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.'3 ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=2
emiss_unit(ispc)=1.0*14.0/62.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3 (Converted to ug
Nitrogen/m^3)
imatch=1
endif
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'H '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'O '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'N '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.'O ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=2
emiss_unit(ispc)=14.00 ! Molecular weight of Nitrogen content
imatch=1
endif
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'N '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'O '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.' '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.' ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=2
emiss_unit(ispc)=14.00 ! Molecular weight of Nitrogen content
imatch=1
endif
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'N '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'O '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'2 '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.' ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=2
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emiss_unit(ispc)=14.00 ! Molecular weight of Nitrogen content
imatch=1
endif
! Ammonium
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'N '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'H '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.'4 ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=3
emiss_unit(ispc)=1.0*14/18 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'N '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'H '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'3 '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.' ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=3
emiss_unit(ispc)=14 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
! Aromatics
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'T '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'O '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'L '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.'A ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=4
emiss_unit(ispc)=92.13 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'X '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'Y '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'L '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.'A ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=4
emiss_unit(ispc)=106.15 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
! Isoprene
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'I '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'S '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'P '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.' ') then
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emiss_group(ispc)=5
emiss_unit(ispc)=68.12 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
! Terpene
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'T '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'R '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'P '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.' ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=6
emiss_unit(ispc)=136.21 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
! Sesquiterpenes
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'S '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'Q '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'T '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.' ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=7
emiss_unit(ispc)=204.41 ! Molecular weight
imatch=1
endif
! Elemental Carbon
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'E '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'C '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.' ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=8
emiss_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Primary Organics
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'P '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'O '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'A '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.' ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=9
emiss_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
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endif
! Crustal, Fine
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'F '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'C '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'R '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.'S ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=10
emiss_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Particulate, Fine
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'F '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'P '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'R '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.'M ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=11
emiss_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Crustal, Coarse
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'C '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'C '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'R '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.'S ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=12
emiss_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
! Particulate, Coarse
if(allspec(1,ispc).eq.'C '.and.allspec(2,ispc).eq.'P '&
.and.allspec(3,ispc).eq.'R '&
.and.allspec(4,ispc).eq.'M ') then
emiss_group(ispc)=13
emiss_unit(ispc)=1.0 ! Species reported in ug/m^3
imatch=1
endif
if (imatch.eq.0) write(6,*) 'No match: ',(allspec(n,ispc),n=1,10)
enddo
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! CALCULATE iF FOR EACH GRID CELL AND REGION
write(6,*) 'Calculating iF for each grid cell'
do igrp=1,13
emitted=0
do i=1,396
do j=1,246
iloc=i+396*(j-1)
do ispc=1,nsp_tot
if (emiss_group(ispc).eq.igrp)&
emitted=emitted+emiss_tot(iloc,ispc)*&
emiss_unit(ispc)/10**3 ! Units=kg
enddo
enddo
enddo
write(6,*) 'Grp: ',igrp,'Emit: ',emitted
total_iF=0
do i=1,396
do j=1,246
iloc=i+396*(j-1)
inhaled=0
do ispc=1,nsaspc1
if(psat_group(ispc).eq.igrp.and.&
psat_unit(ispc).eq.1.and.psat_hgt(ispc).eq.&
1) then
! Handles particulate Sulfate inhalation calculation
if(igrp.eq.1) then
inhaled=inhaled+breath_rate*1440.*numdays*&
lung_vol*conc_ave(iloc,ispc)*32.0/96.0&
*pop_adj(iloc)/10.**6. ! Units=mg of Sulfur
! Handles particulate Nitrate inhalation calculation
elseif(igrp.eq.2) then
inhaled=inhaled+breath_rate*1440.*numdays*&
lung_vol*conc_ave(iloc,ispc)*14.0/62.0&
*pop_adj(iloc)/10.**6. ! Units=mg of Nitrogen
! Handles particulate ammonia inhalation calculation
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elseif(igrp.eq.3) then
inhaled=inhaled+breath_rate*1440.*numdays*&
lung_vol*conc_ave(iloc,ispc)*14.0/18.0&
*pop_adj(iloc)/10.**6. ! Units=mg of Nitrogen
! Handles particulate arromatic inhalation calculation
elseif(igrp.eq.4) then
inhaled=inhaled+breath_rate*1440.*numdays*&
lung_vol*conc_ave(iloc,ispc)*99.14/150.34&
*pop_adj(iloc)/10.**6. ! Units=mg of Nitrogen
! Handles particulate isoprene inhalation calculation
elseif(igrp.eq.5) then
inhaled=inhaled+breath_rate*1440.*numdays*&
lung_vol*conc_ave(iloc,ispc)*68.12/130.25&
*pop_adj(iloc)/10.**6. ! Units=mg of isoprene
! Handles particulate turpene inhalation calculation
elseif(igrp.eq.6) then
inhaled=inhaled+breath_rate*1440.*numdays*&
lung_vol*conc_ave(iloc,ispc)*136.21/179.74&
*pop_adj(iloc)/10.**6. ! Units=mg of turpene
! Handles particulate sesquiturpene inhalation calculation
elseif(igrp.eq.7) then
inhaled=inhaled+breath_rate*1440.*numdays*&
lung_vol*conc_ave(iloc,ispc)*204.42/210.54&
*pop_adj(iloc)/10.**6. ! Units=mg sesquiturpene
! Handles all other particulate inhalation calculation
else
inhaled=inhaled+breath_rate*1440.*numdays*&
lung_vol*conc_ave(iloc,ispc)&
*pop_adj(iloc)/10.**6 ! Units=mg
endif
endif
if(psat_group(ispc).eq.igrp.and.&
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psat_unit(ispc).ne.1.and.psat_hgt(ispc).eq.&
1)&
inhaled=inhaled+breath_rate*1440.*numdays*&
lung_vol*conc_ave(iloc,ispc)&
/0.0821/298.*psat_unit(ispc)*&
pop_adj(iloc)/10.**3. ! Units=mg
enddo
iF_values(iloc,igrp)=inhaled/emitted
if(emitted.eq.0) iF_values(iloc,igrp)=0
total_iF=total_iF+iF_values(iloc,igrp)
enddo
enddo
write(6,*) 'Grp:', igrp,'Total_iF',total_iF
enddo
! OUTPUT THE iF in separate files based on groups
write(6,*) 'Writing output'
do igrp=1,13
filename='iF_Final_Jul_gt20.Grp'//num(igrp)//'.Reg1.txt'
open (UNIT=k,FILE=filename,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='NEW')
do i=1,396*246
write(k,*) i,',', iF_values(i,igrp)
enddo
close(k)
enddo
end
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Appendix F: Matlab code for conversion of Lat Lon to CAMx
grid

filename='April_PM_Obs.csv';

%AQS data for PM concentration based data for April

data=csvread(filename);
indx=1;
phi=data(:,6);
lamda=data(:,7);

phi1=33;phi2=45;phi0=40;lamda0=-97; !lamda negative but it need to be given as West
m1=cosd(phi1)/(1-0.00676866*(sind(phi1))^2)^0.5
m2=cosd(phi2)/(1-0.00676866*(sind(phi2))^2)^0.5
t1=tand(45-phi1/2)/((1-0.0822719*sind(phi1))/(1+0.0822719*sind(phi1)))^(0.0822719/2)
t2=tand(45-phi2/2)/((1-0.0822719*sind(phi2))/(1+0.0822719*sind(phi2)))^(0.0822719/2)
t0=tand(45-phi0/2)/((1-0.0822719*sind(phi0))/(1+0.0822719*sind(phi0)))^(0.0822719/2)
n=(log(m1)-log(m2))/(log(t1)-log(t2))
F=m1/(n*t1^n);
p0=6378206.4*F*t0^n;

indx=1;
for i=1:length(data)
t=tand(45-phi(i)/2)/((1-0.0822719*sind(phi(i)))/(1+0.0822719*sind(phi(i))))^(0.0822719/2);
p=6378206.4*F*t^n;
theta=n*(lamda(i)-lamda0);
X=p*sind(theta);
Y=p0-p*cosd(theta);
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x(indx,1)=round((2412+(X/1000))/12)+1-330;
y(indx,1)=round((1620+(Y/1000))/12)+1-145;

newdata(i,1)=data(i,1);
newdata(i,2)=data(i,2);
newdata(i,3)=data(i,3);
newdata(i,4)=data(i,4);
newdata(i,5)=data(i,5);
newdata(i,6)=x(indx,1);
newdata(i,7)=y(indx,1);
indx=indx+1;
end
csvwrite('test.csv',newdata)
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